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Ce mc?moire porte sur I'ascension des mouvements mystiques (Aliran
K e b d i m n ) en Lndonksie post-independante, particulierement sur Ie Susila

Budhi Dharma (Subud), fonde en 1925 par Muhammad Subuh. Malgre que

Subuh fut eIeve en Javanais et fut profondZment influence par cette culture, il
fut aussi forme par un maitre

qui I'initia a certains concepts fondamentau

du mysticisme islamique. L'objectif de cette recherche est donc d'observer les
influences possibles sur la doctrine du Subud d'apres les traditions mystiques
javanaises et islamiques. Les themes majeurs qui seront abordes sont au

nombre de trois. Premierement, le contexte historique de Emergence des
mauvements mystiques a Java ainsi que la presentation de deux mouvements
mystiques seront dibattus. Deuxiemernent, iI sera question de domer un bref
apequ de la biographie de Muhammad Subuh ainsi que Ies concepts de base

du Subud- Enfm, les theories et Ies pratiques du Subud seront analysees afrn
de Ies relier avec les traditions mystiques javanaises et ishxniques.

Cette etude posera aussi la question pourquoi ce mouvernent ainsi que
les autres Aliran Kebatinan sont si attirants a la fois pour les Javanais et les
occidentaux et pourquoi ils ont suscite tant d' gpres polemiques parmi Ies

--

sptcklistes indonesiens. Pour ce qui est du Subud, La eponse

ces deux

questions se trouve dans le melange des traditions javanaises et islamiques et
qui a attire un public tente par la spiritualite sans pour autant aliener la
Shmhanca
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NOTES
Throughout this thesis the sources of reference have been placed in

footnotes at the bottom of every page. For example, CLifford Geertz, Islam
Obsemect Religious Development in Morocco and Indonesia

(Chicago: The

University of Chicago Press, 1968)29. While each source has been referred to in
detail at its first occurrence in a particular chapter, from its second

occurrence on, only the author, the title (in short fonn with quotation marks),
and the (volume and) page number were recorded, Later references will use a

shortened form of the work, such as Geertz, Islam Obsemed, 45.

The system of transliteration of Arabic words and names applied in this
thesis is that used by the Institute of Islamic Studies, McGiiL University. The
table of transliteration is as follows:
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A. Growth of and Responses to "Kebatinan"

INTRODUCTION
Sufism' has long been a key element of lslamic discourse in Indonesia-

Indeed, from the first arrival of Islam in the archipelago, q - f i practices soon
became familiar to all and even sewed as a means of Islamizing the region,
Some scholars point out that the type of Islam that came to Indonesia,

especially to Sumatra and Java, was of the mzvariety, and that in Java it was

readily accepted and embedded in Javanese syncretism.* The mystical Islamic
thought spread by the nine Muslim apostles (Wali Sanga) s u c c e s s f i ~ y
accommodated the Hinduized customs and practices prevalent' among the

1 Generally, 'sufismn can be described as the intensification of Islamic
faith and practice. The term is usually associated with the Arabic word,
which originally referred to "one who wears wool." 'By the eighth century the
word was sometimes applied to Muslims whose ascetic inclinations led them to
wear coarse and uncomfortable woolen garments. Gradually it came to
designate a group who differentiated themselves from others by emphasis on
certain specifk teachings and practices of the Qur'an and the Sunnah By the
ninth century the term tu+auluru. literally "being a &ijT was adopted by
representatives of this group as their appropriate designation. In general, the
have looked upon themselves as Muslims who take seriously God's call to
perceive his presence both in the world and in the self. They tend to stress
inwardness over outwards, contemplation over action, spiritual development
over legalism, and cultivation of the soul over social interaction." For more
detailed explanation about the origin and the development of the term, see
Julian Baldick, Mysticul Islam. A n Introduction to Sufrsrn (New York and London:
New York University Press, 1989);Annemarie Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of
Islam (Chapel Hill- University of North C a r o ~ aPress, 1975). William C.
Chittick, *SIX Thought and Practice," in m e Oxford Encydopedia of the Modem
Islamic World, vol. 4 (1995):102-9.

w-fS

2 James L. Peacock, Indonesk An Anthropological Perspective (Pacific
Palisades: Goodyear Publishing Co, 1973)23-28. Johns also argues that it was
the mystical nature of Islam that constituted the most important factor in the
rapid conversion of the Indonesian people to Islam not only in Java but in
Sumatra as well fkom the thirteenth century onward. See Antk=>nyH. Johns,
'Sufism as a Category in Indonesian Literature and History," Jaurnal of
Southeast Asian History 2, 2 (July 1916)20-2 3.

Javanese a t that time.3 Therefore, it goes without saying that flrj'Ypractices and
mysticism4 have always been a very powerful undercurrent of Javanese culture.
Given these circumstances, conversion to Islam in the case of the
Javanese took a different form than it did in other regions of the archipelago. In

central Java, for instance, Is-

appeared to Iack any legitimacy and cultural

status, and was seen not as a new element in the mix but as a culturd Might
that put an end to the splendor of Hindu J a v a 2 Prior to the coming of Islam,

Hindu and Buddhist beliefs split the Javanese into two types: pn3ayi (J.,

aristocrats)and wong d i k (J.,the common people). The former constituted the
nobility the Javanese kingdoms and observed Hindu rituals, an important
distinguishing factor. The wong ciZik, on the other hand, were largely comprised

3 Koentjaraningrat says that the answer to why Islamic mysticism easily
penetrated in Java is not only because Java had been dominated by the
mystical elements of Hindu-Buddhist cultural tradition previously, but also
because the Islamic Javanese literary works, wiitten in the early period of
Islamization of Java's north coast, show the persistence of elements of the older
tradition. See Koentjaraningrat. Javanese Culture (Singapore:Oxford University
Press, 1985) 48.
4 The tenn "mysticism" is very difl[;erentfrom the term LCsuf%mn.
As having
been explained before (see note I), "sufism" rooted h m Islamic background
that is always referred to Qur'an and Sunnah. O n the other hand, "mysticism"
can be found in any religion. Some scholars usually defhe it as mystical
experience that is an experience in a religious context that is immediately or
subsequently interpreted by the experienced a s encounter with ultimate divine
reality. See S. Ellwood- Mysticism and Religion (Englewood CLiffs: Prentice -Hall,
1980) 29. However, Schimmel finds that mysticism contains something
mysterious, not to be reached by ordinary means o r by intellectual effort, and is
understood from the root common to the words mystic and mystery. Mysticism
usually is called "the great spiritual current which goes L5rough aLI religions."
Therefore, many thinkers comprehend the word "sufism" as Islamic mysticism,
Schimmel. Mystical Dimensions of Islam, 3-4.

u

* A. H- Johns, "Sufism in Southeast Asia: Reflections and
Reconsiderations," Journal ofSoutheast Asian Studies 26, 1 (March 1995) 172.
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of villagers who still presemed the animistic traditions6 The Islam introduced
by the Bengali Sr?fss who accompanied the merchants on their visits to local
rulers7 was certainly not dismissive of these traditions, nor of the traces of

Buddhism and Brahmanism which still remained in both religious beliefs and
social institutions. The stories told in shadow puppet plays, an important legacy
of Hinduism, for example, are more familiar to Javanese Muslims from their
childhood than stories of the Prophet M u h s m m a d . 8 The heroes of Ramayana

and Mah5brat.a become their heroes and furnish given names for many
children. Furthermore, many Javanese M u s l i m s i
n their ritual life consciously
observe the sesajen, a Hindu tradition in which food or flowers are offered a t

&ifk

certain times and in certain places such as in a comer of the house on Fxidays
or at the gravesite of a relative3 Javanese Islam is still,therefore, characterized
by a blend of Indic mystical tradition and Islamic sufism.
Nevertheless, the movements advocating normative Islarn which emerged
on a large scale in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries introduced Merent
religious patterns among the Javanese. The Hinduized Muslim syncretists

crystnlli7-ed into the abangan (J., syncretic and mystical Muslims) variant

6 Sirnuh- Summe J a w c Transfonnasi Tasawuf Islam ke M k t i k Jawa
(Yogyakartz Yayasan Bentang Budaya, 1995) 19.
7 These Indian
dispersed the Nfitradition i
n Sumatra regions,
Aceh. See Johns. "Sufism a s a Category," 20-23.Later this traditions which was
taeqa (A.,
order) enlarged into Java island. Simuh,
developed by S*
SufTsm Jawa, 54.

Kafrawi. The Path of Subud: A Study of 20th Century Javanese
Mysticism Founded by Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjoja," (M.A. thesis,
McGiU University, 1963) 12.
8

Y

9

H. M. Rasjidi. Islam & Kebatimn (Jakarta:Bulan Bintang, 1967)1-5.

within the Muslim community, as opposed to the santri (J-,normative Muslim)
variant,lo
I t was the influence of Middle Eastern reformism, pioneered by

Muhammad 'Abduh in Egypt, that began to alter the religious conditions in
Indonesia. In Java, K,H.A. Dahlan, who founded the Muhammadiyah in 1912,
tried to p u r e the syncretic views of the Javanese and to cleanse their faith of

mystical elements. He and other reformists desired to bring modem relevance to

Islam in Indonesia through this refonnation11 The political tension between
Islamic and nationalist groups, the latter calling for a religious commitment

from all Muslims at the time of Indonesian independence, seems only to have
strengthened the growing mystical tendencies of the Javanese, especially in the

abangan group. While continuing to acknowledge themselves as Muslims, they
-.

. - .-

-

1.

nevertheless managed to preserve their way of Life inspired by their own rich

culture. The rise of the aliran kebatinan'z (I., mystical movements) for example,

10 Geertz has produced a definitive ex~lanationof this category, as he
has for its counterpart, the pn'yayi See Clifford Geertz, The Religion of J a v a
[Glencoe: the Free Press, 1960). Nthough Geertz's typology of the s a n e
abangan, and priyayi has been criticized by many scholars, it is still useful for
understanding the characteristics of Indonesian Muslims.

For more information about the Muhammadiyah's development and its
purpose, see for example, Howard M. Federspiel, 'The Muhammadijah: A Study
of an Orthodox Islsmic Movement in Indonesia," Indonesia (October 1970): 5780; Achmad Jainury, T h e Muhammadiyah Movement in Twentieth-Century
Indonesia: A Socio-ReligiousStudy" (M.A. tnesis, McGill University, 1992).
11

Hadiwijono has tried to trace the meaning of the term and its
difference from the word "Weniic". The word "kebatinan" literally can be
translated "inwardness," and "aliran" as mainstream. Among the definitions of
kebatinan provided by Hadiwijono is The basic source of the principle of
Absolute Lordship to achieve noble character for the sake of the perfection of
Life." See Harun Hadiwijono, M a in the Present Javanese Mysticism P a m :
BoschenKeuningN.V.,1967)1-2.
12

-
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is one result of this pressure.13 The development of this movement has however
led to polernics not only from Muslims but also from other adherents such as

Christians.14
The phenomenon represented by the aliran kebatinan in this modem era
demands f m e r elaboration of their nature and doctrines, In order to provide a
more comprehensive analysis, this study focuses on one of these movements,
Susila Budhi Dharma or Subud.15 Subud has become a large and widely-known

mystical sect, today counting thousands of members not only in southeast Asia
but also in Western countries- The movement was founded in 1925 by a
Javanese Muslim, Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo (1901-1987),whose Life
and character provided the basis for Subud teachings. His initiation and

.-

tramng at the hands of a Javanese mystical master, as well as at those of a

S u j f master, explains the dual influence of both Javanese and Islamic

mysticism on his ideas. This study w i l l be based on the writings of Muhammad
Subuh himself and other essential Subud texts. I t will also draw on various

13 Niels Mulder. Mysticism & Everyday Life in Contemporary J a v a
(Singapore: Singapore University Press, 1978) 2. Various opinions concerning
the cause of emergence of icebatinan mysticism has been given by some
scholars. One of in-depth accounts of these opinions is Samuel Agustinus
Patty, (IAliran Kepercayaan. A Socio-Religious Movement in Indonesia" (Ph-D.
Dissertation, Washington State University, 1986).
14 For the debate among M u s h s in the writings of that are Rasyidi,
Hamka,Hasbullah Bakry and Warsito, see LX S e F t a ~Kebatinan (Jakarta: Bulan

Bintang, 1973).Another source on discourse r?f the topics, Harun Hadiwijono (a
Protestant), Kebatinan &anInfl (Djakarta:Badan Penerbit Kristen, 1960). See
also Rahmat Subagyo (a Catholic). 'Kepercayaan-Kebaeitlan, Kerohanian,
Kejiwaan dan & m a , " Majalah specfmm, vol. 3 (1973)228-33.

a

15 Susila Budhi Darrna (recently better known by its acronym Subud)
was established in 1925 in Semarang, the capital of the Province of Central
Java. Today,however, its headquarters are located in Jakarta.

seminal studies of the movement, chief among these Kafrawi'slo and Pangarisan
Paul Sitornpul's.17 The latter dissertations however places more emphasis on

Subud spiritual exercise (in I,, ldihan kejwaan) than its doctrines, while
Antoon GeeIsl8 addresses primarily the Javanese cultural aspect, not the
Islamic one. Therefore, this study will try to examine the topic from both Islamic
and Javanese perspectives.
The discussion will begin with a brief sulvey of the rise of mystical
movements, including the growth of and responses to 'Kebatinaxf movements
and their basic doctrines and practices. The second chapter of this study will
provide an account of Muhammad Subuh's life and a survey of his ideas
concerning God and man. The last chapter will offer a critical analysis of
Muhammad Subuh's intellectual formation and his concepts, focusing on the
possible influences from the Javanese cultural trahuon and Islamic mystical
teachings, particularly in terms of the concept of God and man.

Kafrawi, T h e Path of Subuh. A Study of 20th Century Javanese
Mysticism founded by Muhammad Subuh Sunohadiwidjoja" (M.A thesis,
Institute cf Islamic Studies McGill University, 1969).
16

l7
Pangarisan Paul Sitompd, 'Susila Budhi Dharma. Subud International Mystic Movement of Indonesia" (Ph.D. dissertation, CIarernont
Graduate School, 1974).

l8 Antoon Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical Tradition (Surrey:
Curzon Press, 1997).

THE RISE OF MYSTICAL MOVEMENTS
(RLIRANKEBATIMNj
A Growth of and Responses to uKeb~tinann
Movements

The word kebatinan comes from the Arabic word 'b@inYmeaning inner,

interior, or hidden, secret. The opposite of &@in

is @u!r meaning outer,

outward or perceptible, apparent, Both can be predicated of living beings;

whereas in the Q u i k (57:3)God is described as al-@hir wa al-betin, Most

frequently, however, the term b@inor @hiris associated with t h e concept of
'ilm (knowledge).Ibn Taymiyya (d.72811328),as quoted by B. Radtke, explains

the meaning of 'ilm al-bdtin in his Risa1a
-.. .
.:- -:
-2.'

fi 'Ilm al-Bdtin

w a a l - m i r in this

?%hion: "'
al-ban
h
can sometimes be knowledge of inner things, such as
knowledge of intuition and moods existing in the heart, and it can also be

knowledge of extrasensory things of which prophets were apprised. On the
other hand, it also can mean howledge which is hidden fkom most people's

understanding."' AU groups and sects which distinguished between the bhtin
and the w-hirof the Qur'k and IslRmic law (sharTCa)
can be called Bdti~iyya
The fact that kebatinan is derived from an Arabic word implies that it

must have been introduced to the Indonesian language when Islam, and
especialIy sufism, penetrated to the Indonesian archipelago, including Java.

One theory concerning the Islamization of Indonesia, prominently supported by
A,

,e

u

H- Johns, suggests that the sufisin which entered the counhy beginning in

For a brief explanation of this term, see B. Radtke, %@en,"
in
Encyclopaedia Iranica vol. 3, 859-86 1. Ebth senses of the concepts b@tinand
'ilm al-b@tingained currency, mainly in Shi'ite and ~ficircles,

the thirteenth century was the primary agent of conversion there- The
Islamization of Indonesia, he says, coincided with the period when sufisrn came

to dominate the Islamic world, ie., after the fall of Baghdad to the Mongols in
1258- He points to

wfi

of all nationalities - from such countries a s China,

India, and Arabia - who traveled to Indonesia aboard trading ships and once
there successfully propagated their more eclectic and less austere version of the
fhith.2 When Ibn 'Arabi died in 1240, the monistic theosophy of the

n
.CF

tradition was well articulated and widely diffused. This, together with the fact

that the earliest extant manuscripts h m North Sumatra show evidence of a
strong concern with such theosophical speculation seems to suggest a causal

relationship between the development of theosophical sufism and Islamkzation
in the archipelago.3

In Java, mystical M u s h teachers, perhaps claiming supernatural
d

powers, appear to have been a plausible means of conversion amongst a people

who had Iong been familiar with the mystical speculations of Hinduism and

* See Anthony H-Johns, uSufIsm as a Category in Indonesian Literature
and History," Jatrnal Southeast Asian History 2, 2 (July 1961): 1'3. Also his
similar writings, "The Role of Sufism in the Spread of Islam to Malaya and
Indonesia,"3mnzaI of the Pakistan Historical Society 9 (Januaxy 1961): 147-52.

;a
---

3 Anthony H. Johns, "Sufism in Southeast Asia:
Reflections and
Reconsiderations," Journal of Southeast Asian Studies 26, 1 (March 1995): 170.
Johns' explanation of this matter is aimed a t those who expressed concern with
his theory that sufism was the main eIement of conversion in IndonesiaRicklefs, for instance, argues that Johns' theory. lacks evidence, for no
organized @iF brotherhood is documented in Indonesia from this early period.
Although he admits that the strong mystical strain is found in the two
sixteenth-century Javanese religious texts and in later centuries, the precise
role of mysticism as a part of Islamization, according to him, still remains
unclear. To him, it seems perfectly clear that trade was an essential element in
bringing 1sto Indonesia. M. C. Ricklefs, A History of Modem Indonesia, C.
1300 to the Present (Blmmington: Indiana University Press, 1981) 12. For
simiinr arguments, see G. W. J. Drewes, "New Light on the Coming of Islam to
Indonesia?," Bijdragen tot de Tad-, Land- en Volkenkurzde 124 (1968) 438-40.

-e

Buddhism.4 Although there are documentary problems concerning the evidence

of a

*fT

nature in works dating from the sixteenth century, and probably

earlier, the sixteenth century manuscripts a m a clear indication that

wfr

teachings were already known in Java3 Those manuscripts containing Islamic
mystical teachings survive because they were brought back by the first Dutch
expedition to Indonesia (1595-97).
But these mystical teachings might also be

characterized a s "pantheistic" heresy. Based on the monistic Javanese view of
reality both before and since the introduction of Islam, it can be said that many

Javanese Muslims could only conceive of man a s a drop in the ocean of God's
existence-6 T h e reality within man was no Werent b m the divine reality,
which was indwelling in man. The doctrine that man and God are one was and

4 Johns, T h e RoIe of Sufism in the Spread of Islam," 150. See also his
" S ~ s as
m a Category in Indonesian Literature and History," 15-16. Federspiel
supports the idea that I s l a m was easily accepted by Indonesians due to its
mystical dimensions which accommodated local beliefs and customs, animistic
beliefs and Hinduistic practices. Fortunately Islam reached the Indonesian
Archipelago through Gujerat (on the West coast of India), whose traders who
brought their original customs, Hindu and IsrniTi influence in mystical fonn.
See Howard Federspiel's introduction to his Persatuan Islam- Islamic Reform in
?toentieth Cenhcry Indonesia fithaca, New York: Modem Indonesia Project
Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University, 1970) 2. Aiso see, K a n y J. Benda,

The Crescent and the Rising Sun, Indonesian Islam under the Japanese
Occupation 1942-1945 (TheHague and Bandung: W,V a n Hoeve, 1958) 12.
5 The sixteenth-century MSS edited by Professor Drewes are both
orthodox wF works from that time; see 7 k Admonitions of S e h Bari, ed. and
trans. G. W. J. Drewes (The Hague, Koninklijk Instituut Voor Tad-, Land- En
Vokenkunde, 1969).

-*a

M. C. Ricklefs, "Six Centuries of Islamization in Java," in Conversion to
Islam, ed- Nehemia Levtzion (New York 86 hndon: Holmes & Meier Pubiishers,
1979)107-8.

is a common beIief in Java and occurs frequently in Javanese mystical texts? I t

can be seen fkom the traditions concerning the supposed martyrdom of certain
teachers, such as Shaikh Among Raga, Shaikh Siti Ji5na.r and Ki Cabolek, who
revealed this doctrine of unity? But a Javanese mystical text called Rimbon,

which consists of an ethico-religious nature, often related to a life devoted to
mysticism, i-e, the life of an ascetic, in solitude, practicing Zemembrance' of
God or repetitive prayer

(dhowas the main themes seems to assert the Islamic

brand of sufism rather t h a n Javanese mysticism,

h Central Java, where the Mataram kingdom -was based, Islam was
neither exclusive nor limited in its orientation. There were a number of
Javanese who performed the pilgrimage to Mecca, and who brought back

Middle Eastern ideas of Islam. But Javanese Muslims seem to have been Little

concerned with these ideas and were perhaps more impressed with the
supposed supernatural skills of the newly-returned pilgrims. Nor did this
contact with the Middle Eastern sources of Islam cause the Javanese to

abandon m

y older ideas. As it is stated in a nineteenth-century version of the

Babad Tanah Jaw2 "At that time many Javanese wished to be taught the

religion of the Prophet and to Iearn supernatural powers and invincibSty,''9
Such supernatural energies were apparently used against the coastal
kingdoms, with whom the Mataram rulers of the seventeenth century were
-

-

-

See P. J. Zoetmulder, Pantheism and Monism in Javanese Suluk
Literature, ed. and trans. M- C-Ricklefs (Leiden: Koninklijk Instituut voor Tad-,
Land- en Volkenkunde, 1995)179-208.
7

These traditions are briefly described in Soebardi, "Santri-Religious
Elements as Reflected in the Book of TjEnw," BiJdragen tot de Taal-, L d - en
VoZkenkun.de128 (1971):33 1-349.
9

Ricklefs, "Six Centuries of Islamization in Java," 108-9.

a

often at war. This belief was opposed by Sunan Giri, who ruled at Gresik near
SurabayaJ0 Sunan Giri was one of the nine apostles (Wali S~nga'1)who
according to legend are said to have played an important role in the

Islamization of Java. Not only, as legend would have it, were they instrumental
in bringing about the conversion of many Javanese to Islam, but they mark the
beginning of a new era in Javanese history and culture, the Jaman KuwalEn

(Era of the Saints), which supposedly followed the Jaman Buda, the Hindu
period.= Nevertheless, the stories concerning the teachings and lives of these
nine Saints are still colored by mystical elements. Geertz describes Sunan

Kalijaga, the most famous of the walis, as a Javanese cultural hero who
provides the mode1 for the syncretic variant of Javanese Islam;13 and his
conversion to IS.7\

..:. -.*. I

was not due to having read the Qur'Zn or having entered

the mosque, but to practicing the same sort of yoga-like psychic discipline that

d

was the core act of the Indic tradition from which he came? This meditation
led to his realization of the true faith, Islam. The mystical teachings spread by
these nine saints however sometimes incurred retribution on themselves.

lo

Ricklefs, "Six Centuries of Islamization in Java," 109.

A recent book concerning these nine saints and their stories has been
translated into EngIish from Dutch. See D, A. W e s , Nine Saints of Jaua,
trans, K, M. Froger, ed. Alijah Gordon (Kuala Lumpur: Malaysian Sociological
Research Institute (MSN), 1996).
13 See G. W. J. Drewes, "D- A, Rinkes: A Note on His Life and Work," in
Nine Saints of Java, rocrdi, Also his 'Indonesia: Mysticism and Activism," in
Unity and Variety in Muslim Civilization, ed. Gustave E. von Grunebaum
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1955) 298.
13

Clifford Geertz, The Religion of J a v a (Glencoe: Free Press, 1960)325.

'4 CLifford Geertz, Islam ObsemetL- Religious Development in Morocco and
Indonesia (Chicago:The University of Chicago Press, 1968)29.

Rhkes points out that some of the nine Saints, such as Seh Siti JEnar and Seh
Among Raga, were executed for heretical practices which were mystical in

nature. 1s
All these facts show &at the distinctive nature of Islam i
n Java rendered
it different from that found in other areas of Indonesia, This may have been

partly because Islam reached Indonesia not from the Middle Eastern heartland,

but fkom India,and that this Islam, mtered through the religious experience of

India, which was itself colored w i t h mysticism, found fertile soil in Hinduized
Java.16
The whole Islamization of the Javanese down to the end of the eighteenth
century may be considered a success given that most Javanese seem to have

adopted the Islamic faith,but it was a.a idiosyncratic Islam which flourished. It

was mystical, much given to metaphysical speculation of a kind not greatly
different from that of pre-Islamic days in which Hindu-Buddhism dominated
Javanese We. Since Java, according to Berg, has never r e d y been converted to
Islam, it is meaningless in his eyes to try to trace the people who converted to
it. To him, the truth is that Java's pattern of c-dture absorbed elements of Islam

- in this case that of an Indian pattern -just as it had absorbed elements

of

Hinduism and Buddhism before. The process of absorption has been no more
rectilinear than any other process of social change, as it consisted of random
sms in the position of the constituent elements of the pattern, with each shi&

-
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Rinkes, Nine Saints of ~ a v a43-4.
,

16

Benda, The Crescent and the Rising Sun, 12.

being of local importance and dependent on the circumstances,'7 Therefore, it
could be said that in Java a part of Islam came into being, blended with all
manner of animistic and Hindu-Javanese beliefs and essentially opposed to any

orthodoxy. For although in other parts of Indonesia Muslim orthodoxy may play
a considerably larger role, in Java, this has generally not been the case.

According to Geertz, after the advent of Islam the Javanese religious
orientation developed into three separate, rather incommensurate streams.Ls

First, the Indic tradition continued, stripped of the bulk of its ritual expression
but not of its inward temper. Second, the mass of the peasantry remained
devoted to local spirits, domestic rituals and fsmiliar charms. The third stream
represented the santri, the Javanese term for a religious student, who was
presumed to demonstrate stiingent adherence to the legal, m o d , and ritual
demands of Islamic scripture.

The rise of kebdnan movements (mostly in Java) after the declaration of
Indonesian Independence on August 17, 194519 brings several questions to the
fore: What does icebdinan really mean for the Javanese or for whoever might

17 See C. C. Berg, 'The Islamisation of Java," Studia Islamica 4 (1955)
137. The arguments correspond to Kroefs statements, "At any rate the
Islamization of Java must be seen in the context of indigenous eclecticism,
which soon managed to weave the new strands of eschatology into the older
tapestry of kedjawert" Justus M. Van Der Kroef, =Javanese Messianic
Expectations: Their Origin and Cultural Context," Comparative Studies in
Society and History 1 (1958-59): 308.

Is

Geertz, Islam Obsemed, 66.

19 Hundreds of kebatinan movements of different sizes have emerged, and
the rapid growth of these movements immediately drew the attention of
Javanese observers and that of the government, especially the Ministry of
Rewon. After giving some consideration and devoting several studies and
discussions to this new form of mysticism, the Ministry admitted the existence
of three hundred and sixty new mystical groups in 1953.

choose to perform kebatinan mysticism? Is there a similarity between this

kebatinan mysticism and the batiniyya in Islam, or is kebatinan mysticism a
purely Javanese tradition or another model of early Javanese mysticism as

described above? And lastly, if there is a M u s i o n of Islamic mysticism within
this Javanese mysticism, to what extent does the latter adopt those Islamic

teachings? These questions are fundamental and need an answer, since the
mystical movements that appeared in Java after the introduction of Islam
experienced a number of changes. At least two major factors had an effect on

the Javanese mystical orientation: coloniaLism and Islamic revivalism. These
two factors originated independently of one another, but were bound to collide,
out of which collision there would occur the first manifestations of the
nationalist movement of the early twentieth century. I will try to s m e y the
Javanese situation in the light of these two factors, but of course my
description w i l l be limited to showing how these two factors affected Javanese
religious orientations.
Besides causing much hardship and suffering through their large-scale

exploitation of Java's natural wealth, the Dutch presence for more than three
centuries in the Indonesian archipelago served to strengthen the Islamic spirit
and teachings of Javanese Musllms, which signifkantly, had an anti-European
aspect.20 Throughout the nineteenth century, Java's countryside was shaken by

a series of rebellions, many of which used Islamic symbols and the idea of a
holy war t.1 mobilize the masses against the Dutch colonists. This situation was
also enhanced by contacts with outsiders, especially from the central Islamic
20 Sartono Kartodirdjo, The Peasants' Reuolt of Banten in 1888 (Leiden:
Verhandekgen Van Het Konhklijk Instituut voor Tad-, Land- en Volkenkunde,
1966) 140-1.

lands. Towards the middle of the nineteenth century, Arab traders corn the
Hadhramaut, a Muslim stronghold at the southern tip of the Arabian
peninsula, began to come in ever increasing numbers to settle in Indonesia and
to transmit thck fine sense for orthodoxy to the local merchants with whom
they dealt, And, with the growth of sea travel, many Indonesians began to go on
the pilgrimage to Mecca where beat the heart of their religion. The

WMs

(pilgrims)acquired from their religious experience at least a sense for the

original Islamic beliefs, which differed in spirit from the polytheistic mysticism
to which the Javanese had been so long accustomed. Up until about the second
decade of the present century the various Islamic boarding schools, or

pesantrens,21 Iocated throughout the countryside remained independent,
mystically modified religious brotherhoods in which a certain compromise was
acrlieved w i t h the religious beliefs of the a b a n g a M on the one hand and the

21 Geertz points out that the growth of Islam in Java during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries was in great part due to the interaction of
two social institutions: the pilgrimage to Mecca, and the rural Qur'anic school
or pesanfren. When many Arab .traders came to settle in the Java region, the
pesantmn became a major channel for the penetration of the coastal trading
culture into village life for those traders and local citizens, since many waders
used pesantren as stopping places. See Clifford Geertz, "The Javanese Kijaji:
The Changing Role of a Cultural Broker," Comparative Studies in Society and
History 2 (1959-1960):23 1-2. For more information about this Islamic boarding
school (pesantren), see Karel A. Steenbrink, Pesantren Madrasah Selcolah,
trans-Karel A. Steenbrink and Abdurrahman (Jakarta:LP3ES, 1986).
22 This term was introduced by Geertz in his Religion of Java in which he
distinguished two different categories of Javanese Muslim. The fist, known as
santri, included those Muslims who observe the ritual and ethical prescriptions
of IsIam in a strict manner, For them, the whole ritual is set to the urnma,
Islamic community a s social circles. The second, known as abangan, referred to
those in Java's Muslim community who are less rigorous in their performance
of orthodox duties, and are influenced by aesthetic and ritual styles to some
degree related to Java's pre-Islamic past. For the abangan the basic social unit
to which nearly all ritual refers is the household - a man, his wife, and his
children. In this book, Geertz suggested that these religious styles (with a third

fear on the part of the colonial government of an organized and socially
conscious Islam o n the other. In the towns, however, perpetual contact with
Hadhramaut Arabs led to a developing merchant ethic, the growth of
nationalism, and modernist influences from the Islamic reform movements of
Egypt and India, which combined to produce a greater militancy among
declared Muslims. It was thus that Islam became a living faith in Indonesia.23
Islamic revivalism in Indonesia was pioneered by the Muhammadiyah
organization founded in Yogyakarta in 1912 by Kyai Haji Ahmad Dahlan, a
descendant of a distinguished family in the sultanate and a follower of the

modernist ideas

of

Mu&mlmad

'Abduh.24 Early in its

history many

Muhammadiyah followers became for a time active in the political movement of
the Sarekat Islam,25 but the main activities of the organization in Java have

--

-.

category associated with Java's priyagi aristocracy) were loosely correlated with
social and economic class. See Geertz, The Religion of Java However, some
scholars like Koentjaraningrat argue that this pattern is not entirely accurate as
a picture of Javanese society as a whole- Koentjaraningrat has observed that
as a religious distinction that transcends
the Javanese use sa6-abangan
a s a social class cutting across religious distinctions.
social class, and pn'ya~.
Koentjaraningrat, Review of the ReEigr'on of J a v a by Clifford Geertz, Madjalah
R m - i l m u Saslra Indonesia 1 , 2 (September 1963)188-91.
23

Benda, The Crescent and the Rising Sun, 16-8.

24 Defiar Noer, The Modernist Muslim Mouement in Indonesia, 1900-1942
(Singapore: Oxford University Press, 1973)73.
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25 The organization was originally founded in 1912 by M u s h traders in
Central Java for the purpose of counteracting Chinese business competition,
This organization changed its name into the Partai Sarekat Islam (Muslim
Association Party)in 1921 and into Partai ~ a r e k a kIslam Indonesia (Indonesian
M u s h Association Party) in 1930. The mutual relationship between Sarekat
n the form of promoling 2 reformist
Islam and the Muhammadiyah was mostly i
Islam. Sarekat Islam for one was led by Agus Salim, a Westem-educated leader
who is influenced by the currents of Islamic reformism. For the relation befxeen
these two organizations, see Benda, 2 % ~Crescent and the Rising Sun,42-55.

been nonpolitical.26 Religious, educational, and social work has been its
primary focus, In an effort to spread its reformist ideas, the organization has

sought to purifjr Javanese Islam of various pre-Islamic practices such as

tahlilan which is the reciting the phrase 16SIah illa AU&

(usually conducted in

chorus during the slametan), visiting holy gravesites, mystical activities of any

kind, etc., instead promoting a greater adherence to the formal obligations of
Islam.27 The Muhammadiyah is even on record as stating that Islam must be
accommodated to the requirements of modem life through a 'new i-d,"

by

returning to the Qur5n and Tradition by seeking new interpretations. The
Muhammadiyah's outstanding success lay in educational activities which
incorporated a generally Westem-style education as well as religious instruction
based on the study of Arabic and the exegesis of Islamic scripture, aimed a t
both old and young. An increasing number of Javanese M u s h s have as a

result gained better understanding of Islam and its teachings, a greater
commitment to its theology and practice, and a more flexible interpretation of
their faith in its relationship to modem life. Through education, these
26 See Drewes, 'Indonesia: Mysticism and Activism," 302. However, AEan
in his M u h a m m a d i y h The PoliticaL Behavior of a Muslim Modernist Organization
under Dutch Colonialism contends that, despite its overtly non-political
character as a socio-religious organization the Muhammadiyah was indeed
involved in political matters both in and outside Java. I n this book, he wrote an
extensive analysis of the political role of this organization during Dutch
colonialism. See Alfian, Muhamrnadiyah. The Polftical Behavior of a Muslim
Modernist Organization under Dutch Colonialism (Yogyakarta: Gadjah Mada
University Press, 1989).

27 Another similar organization, which launched a reformist drive a t
heretics, was Persatuan Islam, officially founded on September 12, 1923 in
Bandung. This organization was particularly condemnatory of the *fs;s,
regarding the latter as guilq of bidc& (innovation) or heresy because they
purportedly believed mystical experience, which dealt with 'the truth of a
thing" to be more important than the Shan'ah For more information about the
Persatuan Islam see, Federspiel, Persatuan I s l a m
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modernist ideas are spreading from higher social levels to Iower and from the

rural areas into the urban regions.
Nevertheless, when compared to its influence in other regions in
Indonesia, such as Minangkabau, the Islamic modernism advocated by the
Muhammadiyah in Java, which was meant to eradicate Javanese mystical

traditions or "kejaw8nw[Javanism) as a whole, was less s u c c e ~ s f u lA
. ~number
~
of Eactors were responsible for this- There was the fact that Javanese society
had a substantial number of abangans, the peasant class who took their

religion Iess seriously, if not very lightly, and the pnyayis, the traditional elite
who were strongly influenced by Hindu-Javanese culture, yet only nominally
professed Is-

as their religion. Even the santris were not fully committed to

I s W c reform, since many of the leading figures were non-Javanese-

----.',

Furthermore, Islamic modernism in Java was much more evolved in urban
.

d.

centers, whereas in rural areas, the traditional 1s-

stressed by Javanese

ulczma (religious leader) of the N a h d l a t u l ULama29 WeIlaissance of the Viama')

was much more dominant,
Geertz's findings fiom his field research during the 1950s in Pare, a
village in East Java, where he found that mysticism continues to be practiced

both individually and on a group basis, provides at least partial proof of the
failure of Islamic refonns in Java.

;a
u

29 This organization was set up in 1926 to counter the Lheresy' embodied
by reformist movement. Although at Erst organizationally inferior to the
Muh~lnmzdiyah,this organization soon became widespread throughout Java
and in later years forcefully competed with Indonesian reformism, especially in
rural centers. Benda, The Crescent and the Rising Sun, SO- 1.

I n Park, the practice of Javanese mysticism was still a priyayi, or

aristocratic, phenomenon. Some of the mystical groups that Geertz describes

had 'a large abangm admixture,' but these groups were based on the teachings
of high priyayi gurus (teachers) in the court centers and were modeled after the
more elevated sects-30 The mystical sects in this village were among the sects
classified as kebatinan mysticism. But

Pare

also boasted a modem abangan

cult called Permai (Persaturn Rakyat Marhaen Indonesia, translated as
Organization of the Indonesian Common People) which functioned not only as a

mystical group but also as a political party-31 According to Gee-,

politically,

Permai represented three things: £irst, a cult offering powerful remedies for
m e s s ; second, a set of esoteric beliefs patterned on typical abangan ones but

with special twists and hidden meanings accessible only to the initiated; and
third, a vigoroudy anti-Islamic social organization composed mainly of town

-.

-

-:
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laborers, empioyed o r unempIoyed, impoverished rural radicals, and estate
workers past and present. Members of Permai believed in a 'pure native science'
based on 'origin&', that is pre-Islamic and even pre-Hindu beliefs, which
combined the modem nationalist P m c a S l a Five F-hciples)

ideology with

traditional Javanese religious patterns.32 However one looks at the movement,
Geertz says, one sees the ubangan religious system adjusted to a social context
where things had changed. It was a religious system designed for peasants

coming to urban areas.33 The kebatinan sects in Pam5 - which included Budi

30

Geertz, The Religion of Java, 309,

31

Geertz, The Religion of Java, 1 13.

32

Geertz, The Religion of Java, 1 13-5.

33

Geertz, The Reli@on of Java, 1 18.

Seth (which might be translated as ''Faithful in the Rational Searqh for
Understanding"), Kawruh Bedja ("Knowledge of True Good Fortunen), Sumarah
("To Surrender to God's Will?), Ilmu Sedjati (True Sciencen), and Kawruh

Kasunjatan ("Knowledge of the Highest Reality") - arose in reaction to the
famialistic-geographical context of abangan religion and the congregational
organizations of the

sanfris.33 These

latter included the Majelis Sjuro Muslimin

Indonesia (Masjumi, Consultative Council of Indonesian Muslims) and the
Nahdlatul ULama (NU) as the main santn' political parties, and the

Muhammadiyah a s a santri social organization concerned w i t h IsIamic reform
directed towards heretics.
The emergence of kebatinan movements, however, was not necessarily a

reaction to Islamic o r g ~ t i o n s There
.
have always been religious traditions
among the Javanese such a s slarnetc~n,~~
the giving of sesajen (offerings) at fixed
times in particular places, and routine visits to graves, all designed to full3 a
sense of spiritual satisfaction (certainly a bmnr' trait). Similarly, kebatinan
movements also signifjr the Javanese attempt to acquire a spiritually more
meaningful Life, The question, then, is: W h y have so many mystical movements

34

a

L'

Geertz, The Religion of Java, 349.

35 A ritual meal a t which Arabic prayers are recited and food offered to
the Prophet Muhammad, saints, and ancestors, who are implored to shower
blessings on the community. For more information about this Javanese ritual,
see Geertz, Religion of Java, 11-85. Mark R. Woodward, T h e Skimetan: Textual
Knowledge and Rituai Performance in Central Javanese Islam," History of
Religion 28, 54-89. Robert W. Hefner, Hindu Javanese: Tengger TZ-adition and
Islam (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1985) 105-25. In the Last book,
Hefher identifies the precise nature of difference between the I s W c and
Tengger slametan Interestingly the author found that although Tengger as part
of Javanese sociee continue to perform Javanese traditions, they are, however,
not much interested in forms of kebatinan mysticism. Hefher, Hindu Javanese,
2 1.

reemerged during the twenty-6ve years after Indonesia's declaration of

independence, on 17 August 1945?

The factors which led to the rise of kebatinan movements, according to
Hadiwijono, are not simply political in nature, and cannot be attributed to any
one cause?

Mystical beliefs surface e s p e c S y in times of stress and social

unrest, when people start seeking for new foundations upon which to build the
structure of their existence, It can be imagined that in the wake of
independence people needed a "new foundationn on which to base their societv,
and the mystical movements seemed to offer a way to achieve this. Kebatinan

groups generally promoted "noble charactef amongst their members and for
the country's well-being. However, Mulder tends to agree that the emergence of
kebatinan was not merely a reaction to, escape from, or compensation for

modernization: it was primarily a viable search for cultural identity allowing the
Javanese to deal with the present3' At this point, Muider's arguments are more
reasonable, especially in the Javanese case- After struggling for fi-eedom fmm

colonial encroachments for more than three and a haLf centuries, the Javanese
people began to explore their cultural roots with the purpose of reinforcing

cultural identity in answer to spiritual needs. In addition, since the followers of
kebathan mysticism were not only the powerless or poor, but also members of
the military leadership and other elite groups from the priyayi, explanations

"

Harun Hadiwijono, Man in the Present Javanese M y s t i c i s m ( B a r n :
Bosch en Keuning N. V., 1967)3.
Niels Mulder, Mysticism & Everyday LzJe in Contemporary Java,
Cultural Persistence and Change, 3rded. (Singapore: Singapore University Press,
37

based on uescape and compensation" are insufficient to explain the
phenomenon-

Early in 1952 the Indonesian government's Bureau of Religious Plffairs
for West J a v a announced the emergence of 29 new religious sects in the area.38

The rapid growth of these mystical sects immediately drew the attention of
Javanese mystics themselves and the Indonesian government, especially the

Ministry of Religion. In keeping with a constitution that acknowledges the
fireedom of every Indonesian citizen to profess and to practice his or her religion

('the State shall guarantee the freedom of the people to profess and to exercise

their own religion" chapter 10, article 1, section 2 of the 1945 Constitution),the
Ministry admitted the existence in 1953 of three hundred and sixty new
mystical p u p s after devoting several studies and much discussion to the

-.. ".'
-/-

sects. In the foUowing year, tbe Ministry established the Pengawasan Aliran

Kepercayaan Masyarakat (PAKEM, S u p e ~ s i o nof the Belief Movements in

Society) as the authority entrusted with the duty of keeping watch over these
new mystical groups and their activities. PAKEM has tried to stabilize Javanese
society by supervising and guiding its ritual activities. O n 19 and 20 August

1955, a convention attended by representatives of dozens of kebatinan groups
from accros Java held a seminar in Semarang, in an attempt to unite all the
kebatinm sects. Mother convention held o n 7 August 1956 in the central
Javanese court city of Surakarta attracted over two thousand participants from
various

-

kebatinan sects.

The

establishment

of

a

nationwide

federal

38 For this historical survey, I rely on Rahmat Subagyo, "Kepercayaan,
Kebatinan, Kerohanian, Kejiwaan dan Agama," Majalah Spectrum 3 (1973): 22833. Mulder, Mysticism tk Everyday Life, 4-6.Koentjaraningrat, Javanese Culture
(Singapore:Odord University Press, 1985)398-99.

organization, called Badan Kongres Kebatinan Indonesia (BKKI), or the
Indonesian Congress of Kebaf-inan,was one result of this second convention.

In 1964 PAKEM registered 360 religious movements including kebatinan
sects; however, after the events of 30 September 1966,when an attempted coup
by the PKI (communist party) was aborted, it closed down a number of these

religious movements which

were

suspected

of being

sympathetic

to

communists. Consequently, the number of these movements on PAKEM's List

decreased to 2 17 in 1971,of which 177 were active in Central Java.
Yet in spite of its rapid development, the kebatinan movement

encountered difficulties in getting accepted as a legitimate religious expression,
and even encountered polemics not only b r n Muslim scholars but h m

Christian ones as well39 Nor did it fit into the government's definition of a
.- 2 . 4
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r d g i o n A proper religion, according to the authorities, should have a Holy
Scripture, a Prophet, belief in God, and a system of law for its followers. Geels
observes that the purpose of this definition was to exclude kebatinan
movements as forms of religious expression from political function-4oThe
strategy, nevertheless, was unsuccessful.

Ln fact, leaders of kebatinan

movements were invited to join the government-sponsored organization GoIkar
(Functional Groups, the Government Political Party), although only at the level

39 For the print debate between Rasjidi, Hamka, Hasbullah Bakry and
Warsito, see Rasjidi, Hamka, Hasbullah B a k q and Warsito, Di Sekitar
Kebatinan (Jakarta: B u h Bintang, 1973).Another source for the discourse on
the topic is Harun Hadiwijono (a Protestant), Kebatinan dan lndjil (Djakarta:
Badan Penerbit Kristen, 1970). See also Rahmat Subagyo (a Catholic),
'Kepercayaan, Kebatinan, Kerohanian, Kejiwaan dan Agama."

a
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4 0 Antoon Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical Tradition (Surrey:
Curzon Press, 1997)82.

of representation- In order to improve its chances of winning the election,
Golkar approached all kinds of non-political organizations, including the

mystical movements, which were regarded as a potentiaLTy strong source of

support. This effort, described as a sign of "national support" in Mulder's
analysis, may have stemmed fimm a sense of dislike for Islamic politics and the

strong influence of Indic-Javaneseculture on the minds of the ruling
Religious scholars from both Islamic and Christian backgrounds viewed

the movement on the basis of the teachings they believed in- But essentially
most of them agreed that the popuJarity of Javanese mysticism, to some extent,

was a reaction to the dogmatism and r i t u a l s of the established monotheistic
religions that ignored the Javanese need for mystical expression and inner
experience.42 This argument still neglected the force of Javanese culture, its
integrity and its flexibility in adapting to the m o d e m world and social change.
-2

-The basic Javanese culture and identity hasn't changed much over time, and

the Javanese are very conscious and proud of their cultural continuity. In

addition, the relation between one's soul and one's God is very essential to and

inseparable f h r n the Javanese psyche; any threat to this could produce among
the Javanese a reaction against what might seem a distasteful intrusion into
their spiritual Life.
Despite the various opinions offered in explanation of why so many

mystical sects arose after independence, the existence of the kebatinan sects

41

Mulder, Mysticism & Everyday LtTe, 9.

42 See H. M. Rasjidi, Islam & Kebatinan (Jakarta: BuIan Bintang, 1967)
107-9.Hamka, Perkembangan Kebatinan di IMonesia (Jakarta:BuIaa Bintang,
1971) 89-95. Hadiwijono, Kebatinan dun Indjil, 7-9.
-v-

was haUy acknowledged in 1973as de f a c t ~and dejure equal to other religions
by the Majelis Pennusyawaratan Rakyat (MPR - People's

Consultative

Assembly) in law: MPR RI No. N/MPR/1973.43 However, the Assembly decided
that these sects were more cultural than religious in nature, for which reason it
determined that they should fall under the responsibility of the Department of
Education and Culture rather than the Department of Religion.

B. Basic Doctrines and Practices
As part of Javanese

culture, some teachings of the kebatinan movements

refer specifically to Javanese mystical concepts of God, whether in pantheistic
or monistic terms, and to human existence in its wider cosmological context
and in its search for ultimate unification with the Creator. Each icebatinan sect

.

- .'A,
:
L

possesses an attitude, lifestyle, ceremony, and set of spiritual exercises under

2

the guidance of teachers and leaders. Indeed most of these attitudes and
practices are basically common to ail the kebatinan movements. All of them
insist on having the wilhgness and ability to detach the individual self from
the material world, and to reject the desire to possess wholly material things.

The ability to maintain this spiritual attitude is indicative of the mystic's inner
strength and stability of soul. The denial of material possessions is

The contents of this document are as follows: I. O n the basis of the
belief of the Indonesian people in the Oneness of God, religious Life and the life
based on the belief in the Oneness of God will be founded on the freedom to live
and to observe the Oneness of God according to the Panmsila philosophy. 2.
The development of religion and belief in the Oneness of God has as its purpose
to build a harmonious atmosphere of Life within religious ccrnmunities and
among the foIlowers of belief in the Oneness of God, among all the religious
communities and d believers in the Oneness of God, and also to make people
mindful of the need to practice good deeds while building society together.
43

a
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simultaneously correlated to the spfritud attitude of -ma

(I- (in A, qanSa),

the total acceptance of one's fate) and of sabar (I, from A. sabrj, meaning
'patience', 'endurance', of one's de~tim.y.4~

This spiritual ability can be acquired not only through a modest, pure,
and simple lifestyle, but also through certain ceremonial activities, and through

exercises in meditation or yogam45The proponents of kebatinan sects believe
that one can change one's inner self by purifj.ing it of material desire, which wiLl

lead to total clarity and understanding of the essence of life. However,
performing spiritual exercises or yoga does not mean that man escapes fiom his
duties in real Life. He is still obliged to work and live ethically like other people

and look after his mundane needsMost mystical movements search for puritication of the soul without the
/

Wimate objective of experiencing unification with Go .-!. The aim they want to
achieve is a spiritually secure life, free from fear and uncertainty, all of which
obtainable by leading an ethically responsible life, It is not much H e r e n t from

the aim of the meditation process, which is to detach oneseLf from 'he material
world, but purifiication of soul tries ta avoid the spiritual exercise that serious
meditation demands, The kebatinan movements tend to attract people who seek

religious fulfillment without being forced to do something in accordance with
habit, custom or formal religious

They also stress individual spiritual

liberation, emphasizing the individual character rather than the communal one.
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Koentjaraningrat, Javanese Culture, 402-3,

45
Ma'ruf al-Payamani, Islam dan kebatinan: Study Kn'tis tentang
Perbandingan Filsafa Jawa d m Tasaunuuf (Solo: Ramadhani, 1992)208.
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KoentjaraniRgrat, Javanese mlhtre, 404.

UsuRUy there are strong emotional ties between members of these
movements and their spiritual leaders, who are for the most part Muslim and

have an I s M c background, but who, on account of their abangan origins
identify more with the Javanese cultural heritage. Members' loyalty towards

their leader is sometimes more important than that towards their f d ~ . ' ~

Having described the general situation, we wiU now briefly outline the

particular teachings and practices of two very popular Kebatinan movements:
Paguyuban Sumarah,"the Society of Self Surrenderers,"and Paguyuban Ngesti
Tunggal, "the Society for Meditation on the Oneness", the shorter form of which
is Pangestu. This will give a broad o v e ~ e w
of kebatinan teachings or doctrines
against which we might examine in the coming chapters our main topic, the

movement known as Susila Budhi Dharma.

--

a. Sumamah (the Society of Self Surrenderers)

Paguyuban Sumarah is a large kebatinan sect which was established in
1937 by Sukirno Hartono (d. 197 1)' who claimed that he had received spiritual

revelations. Nevertheless, it wasn't until 1950 that it was formally established
in Yogyakarta. The d o c m e of Sumarah (nmu Sumarah) is not very elaborate,
since its emphasis is on meditative practice?

I t s aim is to achieve direct

communication with God through sujud49 (self-surrender).Neither the founder

47

Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical IYudition, 86.

48 Hadkvijono, Man in the Present dauanese Mysticism, 152- Geertz,
Religion of Java, 339.

a

49 Stange as quoted by Mulder defrnes sujud as "to surrender every
aspect of the personal being so that the self functions as no more than a
channel for God's will." See Muider, Mysticism & Everyday Life, 28.

nor Sumarah members profess a doctrine of God; for them, His existence is
accepted without need of explanation. Frequently God is referred to "Tuhan
Yang M

h Esd (I., the Absolute One Lord) or in abstract, non-personal terms,

n
Like "Zizt Yang Maha Esa" (I., the Absolute Essence), which is irnmanent i
human beings as urip [J,,life)?
The spiritual exercise in Sumarah consists almost entirely of meditation
with the object of communing with God. But first of all the adept must pass

through a test, consisting of learning Sumarah's nine "articles of readiness" or
the nine vows,sl When these articles are accepted, the traiaing of sujud
surnarah starts, i-e. communion with God through self-surrender under the

guidance of a n instructor- It usually begins with a short period of absolute
quiet. After a rest, there is a somewhat longer similar period; and fmally there is

a very long meditation, often over an hour in length and sometimes performed
while standing. A t the end of meditation, it is hoped that one has reached sujud

mmarah (I., communion with God) in which one unites the thought, feeling and
budi (J.,the Light of Life).52

See Hadiwijono, Man in the Present Javanese Mysticism, 152. See also
G e l s , Subud and the Javanese Mystical Tradition, 97,
These consist of: 1. belief in God and His Prophets and their Holy
Scriptures; 2, the willingness to think of God at all times and to strive for
communion with God through self-surrender to His wills; 3. to endeavor to
develop a healthy body, h e r peace and purity of soul; 4. to promote
brotherhood based upon deeply rooted Iove; 5. to make effort to widen the scope
of daily life and duties; 6. to pledge oneself to do good; 7. to refrain f k m evil; 8.
to do one's best to extend the knowledge to every sphere of activity; 9. not to be
fanatic. See Hadiwijono, M a n in the Present Jaumese Mysticism, 15. See also
Geertz, The Religion of Java, 333-4.
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Hadiwijono, Man in the Resent Javanese Mysticism, 15.
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S u m m h is among the most highly organized of the sects- Not only does
it consist of four ranks - youth, reguIar members, advanced members, and

gurus, chosen through meditation by the central governing board in Yogyakarta

- but it also has a written constitution and regular meetings where advanced
students of Sumarah groups fkom difirerent towns gather and meditate
together.53
Unlike the concept of God, the view of man in Sumarah is more complex

and exhaustive? Sumarah classifies the existence of Man into three categories:

the physical body, which originates from the four elements earth, wind, water,
and fire; the body of passions, which comes fkom God, but reaches man
through the devil; and the jiwa (Isoul)
., or the rc.& [Am,spirit).

The physical body is equipped with several organs and the five senses

which are guided by the faculty of thinking. The body of passions on the other
hand consists of four types: first, mu_fma'innu, related to nourishment and the

search for God; the second, amrnciia which is the driving force behind anger;
the third, wpiya, which represents erotic force; and the last launudmq which is
critical of selfish actions.55 Because the temptations of the passions are so
53 Paul Denis Stange, The Sumarah Movement i
n Javanese Mysticism"
P k D . dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1980)241.
54

a
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See Hadiwijono, M a n in the Present Javanese Mysticism, 152-63-

55 These kinds of soul are weU-known among the
As mentioned
earlier there x e three types of soul mentioned in the Qur'iin a s being present
within human beings: (1)the extravagant Iower soul: nafs ammciircz (Q. 12:53),
Literally, the imperative soul, "+the one which commandsn evil, the passionate,
sensual lower ego; (2) the "blaming" soul: nafs launua-m (Q. 75:2),=the one
which censures," criticizes the self-selfish; (3) the "pacified" soul: nafs
mu~@na'inna
(Q. i39:87),the soul which in the true sense is the heart (in A*,
qalb), to which the Qur'iin addresses the words: "0pacified soul, return to your
Lord, accepting and accepted."Najm &Din R E discusses at length these three
types of soul in his M e a d aRb6d. The Qufiin which says, Truly the soul

strong, one's soul should be purified of their tyranny. Liberation means freeing

the soul from tyranny,
The path to Liberation is similarly quite elaborate, in that it consists in
achieving four stages of awareness known as sujud sumarak In the frrst stage,
called sujud raga (I., physical self-surrender), one has to perform the dhikr (A.,
reciting the names of Allah). In the second stage, called mjud jiwa raga (I.,
physical and spiritual self-surrender), the memory which has already been

separated h m the faculty of thinking and led deep into an individual's
innerbeing, is brought closer to rasa (I., the deeper feeling) within his betin (A.,
inwardness).

When

this

second

stage

is

successfi~lly achieved,

one

automatically reaches the third stage which is the designation of permanent
belief in the batin or inwardness. The Gnal stage is the highest stage described

as "conformity of the servant and God," or 'being acquainted with the union
w i t h God," in cther words, mystical union,

commands unto evil (Q. 12:53),"has emphasized implicitly that the soul is the
greatest enemy of human beings- From it arise aLI reprehensible attributes. All
praiseworthy lofty and spiritual attributes were present in the heart, and all
reprehensible and lowly qualities such a s arrogance, hostility, irritability,
obstinacy, tyranny in the soul. But since the soul was the offspring of both
spirit and frame or body, it too had praiseworthy attributes that pertain to
spirituality. The existence of passion and anger put the soul into its nature
which inclines to reprehensible attributes. I t is the Law and the alchemy of
religion which restore each of passion and z =gcr attributes to a state of
equilibrium. So that it can no longer exercise them except in accordance with
the Law, praiseworthy attributes appear within the soul: shame, generosity,
LiberdiQ, courage, forbearance, modesty, manliness, etc- The soul will quit the
station of commanding and come to that of m$maJinna(tranquillity).See Najm
al-Din Eki, The Path of God's Bondsrnenfiorn Origin to Return (MwScid al-'ebcGd
men al-mabdo" elal'l-rnac6d),trans. Hamid Algar (Delmar, New York: Caravan
Books, 1982)190-200.

m

b. Paguyuban Ngesti Tunggal (Pangestu)
Paguyuban Ngesti hcnggal, which may be &axdated as "union for those

who search for the One," better known by its acronym Pangestu, is another
Iarge kebatinan movement which was founded by Soenarto, who between the

years 1932 and 1933 received a series of divine messages written down by two
of his early followers and published as a book, entitled Sasangka J a t P (I., The

True Light), The doctrine in the book was revealed by Sang Guru Sejati (I., the
True Teacher); however, Soenarto himself contends that he is merely a medium
or a pipeline who divulges the teachings spoken by the True Teacher or God.57

This sect was formally set up on 20 May 1949 in S~rakarta-~s
Pangestu is comprised of a basic monotheistic view, and acknowledges
monotheistic religions, Like Islam and Christianity. God in Pangestu doctrine is
Onc who ought to be worshipped: "there is no God who is worshipped, except
Allah, and Allah is the Real Being."sg God i s not a m a t e m substance and

cannot be associated with others. It is further stated that God already existed

before creation, for He is eternal, meaning, not bound by time or place, and
without beghnhg or end. Nothing can be compared to Him, He is beyond all

56 This book consists of seven sections: Hasta Sila (The Eight forms of
Good Behavior), Paliwara (The Great Prohibitions), Gumelanizg Dumadi (The
unfolding of Creation), 7hnggal Sabda (One in Word), Dalan Rahaju (The Way of
Salvation), Sangkan Paran (Originand Destination), and Panembah (Adoration).
57 Soenarto, m e Light (Sasangka Jati), 2 n d Ed., trans. R. Marsaid Susila
Sastradiharja (Jakarta: s n , 1965) 12.
58
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Al-Payamani, islam dan Kebatinan, 283.

59 Soenarto, True Light (Sasangka Jati), 5 1- See also A1 Payamani, Islam
dan Kebatinan, 287; cf. Hadiwijono, M a n in the Resent Javanese Mysticism,
196; cf. Geels, Subud and the Jauanese Mystical TFadition, 103.

knowledge and pervades all things? Therefore, human beings actually cannot
comprehend God with their knowledge.

This concept of God precisely manifests the direct link between Pangestu
and Islam. Pangestu's doctrine of 7X Pumsa6' (Trinity),which determines the

W e e aspects of God, however seem to delineate the Muence of Christianity.62
God a s the Absolute is regarded as a trinity, the One with three attributes: frrst,

Suksma Kawekas ('The Real God", "Primeval Life"); second, Suksma Sedjati

(The Real Predecessor", T h e Real Teacher", T h e Messenger of God"); third,
Roh Suci (TheReal Man",'The Real Soul of Man''),

In fact, the founder of Pangestu tried to unite the Islamic mysticism of
&muah Fans=,

Hinduism and Christian teachings in a new guise. The

metaphor for Suksma Kawekas is the quiet ocean, while Suksma Sedjati is

designated as the movements in the water that give rise to waves. In this

metaphorical language k o h Suci denotes the droplets of water evaporating from
this SUI-fa~e.6~
Simultaneously, Suksma Sedjati i s symbolized by w e Reality of

Jesus" or "the ReaLity of Muhammadn (Nu-r Muhammad). If Suksmn Kawekas is
the sun, then Suksma Sedjati represents its radiance, also called "the Light of

60

Al-Payamani, Islam dun Kebatinczn, 287.

6 1 In Pangestu the One God is described into three aspects, nameIy:
1. Suksrna Kawekas vltimate Soul, Ultimate Source of Life, True God, God the
Father), in Arabic: Allah Ta'ala.
2. flrksrna Sejdati (True Soul, True Giver of Life, True Leader).
3. Roh Suci (The Holy Spirit, t h e Real Man),the real psyche of man).
See Soenarto, m e Light (Sasangka Jati), 1 1.
62

Hadiwijono, Man in the Present Javanese Mysticism, 197.

63

Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical Dadition, 104.

M u I y m ~ n a d , " 6 ~Using this metaphorical language, i-e. the ocean and its

dropIets of water, is reminiscent of uamzah FansrTrT's teachings.65 He reguiarly
explains his doctrine of emanation by the use of metaphor. In addition, it i s

very plausible that the concept of Z X Purusa is due to Christianity's influence,
even though the doctrine is not totally new :.. Javanese tradition. The J a v a n e s e
people had long been acquainted with the Hindu idea of trimurfi before the

Pangestu defines man as possessing a physical body which consists of
the five sense organs and the seven elements3 The latter are divided into two

groups: the four passions and three psychical functions. On the whole,
Pangestu's concept of passions is not much different &om that of Sumarah.
However, Pangestu tries to relate this concept of the passions with the four

elements: air, lire, water, and earth, and w i t h the physical body as their
counterpart- The passion of lawur6ma derives from the earth element, and has

its physical counterpart in the flesh- This passion brings out selfishness, greed,
laziness, negligence, and other negative or bad character traits, but it also has a
positive aspect, if it serves the more ethical and refined group mu@za'inna.
The passion of arnrnara (I., fiom A., ammdi-a),on the other hand is seen

as arising out of the element of fire,and as having its counterpart in the blood.
It is characterized by a sense of longing or desire, of being uncontrolled, or even

64

Soenarto, The Light (SasangkmJati),52-3.

6s For more information about his teachings, see Syed M. Naguib alAttas, The Mysticism of Hamzah F a n s u n (Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya
Press, 1970).

For this explanation, I refer to ?hce Light (Sasangka Jati), 31-42.
Hadiwijono, Man in the Present Javanese Mysticism, 202-30; Al-Payamani,
Islam don Kebatinan, 289-301.
66

evil. The next passion, st(piya, originates in the element of water, and has its

physical counterpart in the spine. It gives rise to desire and &ection, as well as
the spiritual will. The last passion, known a s ~ t m a i n r z a ,designates the

sacred, devotion and mercy. Where these four passions are controlled, a good

and fascinating character results.
Pangestu refers to the three psychical functions by complementary with
psychological terms. They are, first, "mighty influence," i-e-, pik-ir or cipta (I.,

thought);second, "miraculous power," i-e., nalar (I., associative functions), and
third, %harm, spell," ie., pewerti (I., insight). These three functions help to

control the four passions. The key attitudes designated by these three are

-ma

(J.,acceptance), rela (Iand
, J-,renunciation), and sabar (I., patience).

All of them legitimize the basic philosophy of life that the material world is

perishable, and that one should distance oneself h m it by exercising
asceticism and developing a feekg of pemudaran [J.,inner liberation), which is

to commune with G0d.67
The path to liberation in Pangestu can only be traveled under the

guidance of a Guru,who directs and aids man to reach the Ultimate Reality or
communion with God.
It is impossible for a human being to appear before God without
the help of Guru Sejati,who will lead him, as otherwise he will be
Like a bat who will die by flying in day-light because of the blinding
rays of the sun. Guru Sejati is like the moon reflecting rays of the
s u n (SuksmaKawekas), the light of which does not blitld bats and
the like. Therefore, it i s necessary that a human being should
acquire Guru Sejati's guidance, in order to be safe in his journey
along the path of virtue, by doing his utmost to get united with
Suksrna Sejati, in order to be able to appear before God (Suksrna
Kawekczs).68
67

Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical Tradition, 107-9.

68

Soenarto, lZue Light (SasangkaJati), 12.

Judging by its doctrines, Pangestu clearly emphasizes the importance of
morality in human life. It has even a moral code for members, which includes
unstinted devotion to Suksma Kawekas and Suksma Sedjafi, a d respect for
the laws of the country in which one fives, for one's parents, older brot'rzrs and

sisters, for one's teachers, for the moral code of one's group, for one's neighbor
and for all religions.69
In sum, the kebatinan sects basically serve as a means for the individual

to learn how to tread the path of mysticism. The common spiritual exercise is
through self-surrender, in order to commune with God. I t is realized that to
achieve communion with the sphere of God is not easy; the adept of kebatinan,
therefore, should undertake these exercises under the guidance of a guru or
mediator. The pattern of spiritual exercise sometimes imitates the Islamic
mystical practice, such as in trle use of dhikr, or repeated religious recitation

and some of the

@F

concepts. Sometimes this spiritud exercise requires a

loose mental discipline, although not on the part of the guru. Extensive
meditation is usually engaged in by those who have had a long mystical
preparation and experience. The ordinsry members of kebatinan sects are not
expected to reach high levels of mysticism, unless they insist on it. Their main

ambition is to gain a noble character, and to be satisfied in sitting beside their
charismatic guru and listening to his teachings.
The teachings of kebatinun imply that man has interrelated aspects

linking his outward qualities with an inner potential. I t is man's moral task to
-

a
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J u s t u s M. V a n Der Kroef, "New Religious Sects in Java," Far Eastern
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establish harmony between the lahir (I., outward: in A, @ziij

and the batin (I.,

inner: from A., butin) aspects of Me, in the sense that the batin is more powerful
and guides the zahir. If such virtues as mfUUlma
(J., acceptance), sabar (I.,
-

patience; from A. wbrf, waspada-dkzg (J., mindfulness, carefulness, and

alertness), modesty and other good character traits are well established and
able to regulate human personal conduct, the harmony of human life for the

society and the individual will ultimately result

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SUBUD
AND ITS DOCTRINES
Subud is the only kebatinan sect which has acquired an international

character, having long maintained centers in a number of American and
European cities. The term Subud, as is the case w i t h the names of many other
kebatinan sects, is an acronym for the Sanskrit phrase Susila Budhi Dharma:
Susila denotes the nature of a man whence are derived the true human

qualities he should possess; mdhi means that there resides within man a
superior power which can guide him; while Dharma signifies the submission of

man to the Greamess of God above everything else, so that his own experience
will reveal to him that no other wish is stronger in him than to submit to God-1

This sect was estclblished in 1925 in Semarang, the capital of the Province of
Central Java by Raden Mas Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, usually

called "Bapak" (the normal tenn of address for a respected man in Indonesia) by
his followers.
As is the case in other sects,

the core notions of Subud are found

in the thoughts of its founder or g u m (teacher); thus it is necessary to look at

Muhammad Subuh's background both before and after the creation of Subud in
order to discover what factors contributed to the creation and development of

the sect. Careful attention will be paid to his ideas regarding the relationship

km

1 Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, Subud and the Active Life, 3d ed.
(London: Subud Publications International, 1984) 22. See also his The Meaning
cfSubud (England:The Subud Brotherhood, 1960) 10.

between divine being and human subsistence or the ontological relationship of
mankind to the Absolute Reality or God, and to his notion *at human beings
recognize their potential as a creation of God to live peacefully among them.

A The Life of Muhnmmad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo

Raden Mas Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo was born on 22 June
1901 in Kedungjati, a small village near Semarang, central Java,* and died on

23 June 1987 in Jakaxta- The words Raden Mas indicate that Muhammad

Subuh was of noble descent, while his surname Sumohadiwidjojo exhibits a
priyayi3 (aristocracy) name. 'Widjojjo" is a Javanese variant of the Sanskrit word
"vijaya," meaning "victorious". On his father's side, he was a descendant of the

ruIers of the Mataram dynasty, mentioned in the legends of Javanese historical

tradition. The heroic Senapati Ingahga (c. 1584-16d1), who, according to the

2 Based on his autobiography which was published after his death
(afthougb the manuscript actua.l.Iy had been completed on June 22nd,
1980), he
was named 'Sukamo' at birth and was delicate as a child. At one time it was
thought t h a t the baby would die, but a man wearing a white robe came and told
him that Sukarno was the wrong name for the child and that he should be
called 'Muhammad Subuh'. His name was then changed and his health
improved. Subuh, his personal name, comes from the Arabic word 'qubw
meaning sunrise, which corresponded to the time of day he was born. See
Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, Autobiography, Trans. Raymond Lee (E.
Sussex: Subud Publications, 1990) 3-6. See also Gordon Van Hien, What is
Subud (Lnndon: Rider & Company, 1963) 28; cf. Muhammad R u s l i A H ? Khatr
Aham (Jakarta: Kartika Bahagia, 1988) 12. Changing a name is a Javanese
custom related to curative purposes, or to gain a better destinx. For instance,
when Clifford Geertz was carrying out fieldwork in P&, he was given a new
name, Kartopawiro, meaning "a brave, orderly person," Because his own name,
ClifZord Geertz, was too difficuit for Indonesian to pronounce or remember, the
new name was considered more suitable for his character and would prevent
him from having bad experience. See Clifford Geertz, The Religion of J a u a
(Glencoe: Free Press, 1960) 83-4.

3

See note 22 in previous chapter.

Javanese chronicles, was the founder of the Mataram kingdom and responsible
for its expansion, was one of Muhammad Subuh's predeceswrs.4 O n his
motheis side, he chimed spiritual ancestry extending back to the well-known
group of nine saints, the wali sangq and specifically to the saint of Kalijaga.5

This blend of the secular and spiritual realms was typical of the Javanese
historical experience. According to Javanese babad, or royal chonicles that
provide accounts of the lives of kings, councilors, and rebels, Sunan Kalijaga is

frequently mentioned as ally, legal advisor and spiritual guide to the early

Mataram rulers. In some accounl he was the inventor of the slametan (J., I.,
ceremonial me&), the Javanese wayang play (shadow puppets), and the state
ceremonies of Demak and Mataram?

This remarkable mix of characteristics bestowed upon Muhammad
S-3uh by his ancestors emerged in him at a very early age. As a boy, for
instance, he was said to have clairvoyant powers, which aistinguished him
decisively h m his peers. He said that, although he occasionally tried to imitate

4 Antoon Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical tradition (Surrey:
Curzon Press, 1997)113.

W, K7UZtr IZham, 1 I. According to some accounts of babad literature,
Sunan Kdjaga was a son of the Majapahit prince of the time. His original name
was Raden Sahid. His father was a holy man who devoted himself to the
performance of t q d (meditation). Woodward contends that the process of his
conversion to I s l a m (see previous chapter) on the one hand, signSes the
essential theme that i s the student/teacher relationship, between Sunan
Kalijaga and S u n a n Bonang, rather than the attainment uf mystical knowledge,
but that on the other, both his conversion and attainment of mystical
knowledge actually reveal that the ideal santn' is one who blends shaniah
centric piety with mystical practice. He was even described a s saying that a
bandit becomes a saint through the love of Allax and devotion to his teacher.
See Mark W. Woodward, Islam in Java- Normative Piety and Mysticism in t k
Sultanate of Yogyakafia (Tucson:The University of Arizona Press) 96- 102.
6

Woodward, Islam in Java, 96. See also Geertz, Religion of Java, 325.

his companions with little tricks and Lies, he found that his voice always

refused to make the required sounds. On one occasion, when he was less than
three years old, Muhammad Subuh was taken by his grandmother to a

betrothal ceremony, in the middle of which he declared to the assembled guests

that the couple, who had not yet seen one another, were incompatible and
would separate within a year. Amazinglv, his prediction was duly fuIfiUed, after
which his grandmother never took him to any more betrothal^.^ AJl this is an
indication of Muhammad Subuh's inner life which often emerged as peculiar
behavior.

Coming from a family so well acquainted w i t h Javanese traditions,
Muhammad Subuh took these values to heart a s he grew. In this sense he
patterned himself after his mother, Ibu Kursinah (b. 1885),who often practiced

a traditiond form of asceticism. When she was a child, she fasted and tried to
stay awake a t night. When she slept she sometimes chose to do so alone in a

cemetery, sleeping by the grave of her mother's grandfather.8 This is a typical
Javanese mystical tradition, especially on a Thursday night, should one wish to
acquire spiritual enlightenment or guidance, to have a healthy baby or to get
married soon.
Muhammad Subuh started his education a t the age of six years in a
private Dutch school in the nearby town of Ambarawa. Two years Later he
transferred to the newly-built government school built in his village, Kedungjati,
where he completed his primary school years. After that he went back to the

Subuh, Autobiography, 7-10. See also J. G. Bemett, Concerning Subud
(London: Hodder & Stoughton Ltd, 1958)54.
-

Subuh, Autobiography, 3.

school he had attended previously in Ambarawa where he mastered the Dutch
language. The school promised its graduates a good job in either the Civil
Senrice or a Dutch company, and hence a better fitureHis spiritual education began after undergoing a decisive experience at

the age of fifteen. One night, an old man, dressed in black and carrying a staff
awakened him. The old man drew near and said, "You will soon leave this place
to work, but always remember that later you wilI receive a gift from Almighty
God? For Muhammad Subuh this message could have but one meaning: that
he was going to die at the age of thirty-two. Immediately after this experience,

Muhsmmad Subuh decided to leave school and inquire after his fate. He visited

some spiritual teachers from various disciplines, and began to learn and
practice the traditional Indonesian system of self-defense called pencak silat,
often viewed as a preEmhuy step before initiation into a tarekat or mystical

order.
Among the spiritual masters Muhammad Subuh met was Kiyai Demang
Poncokartoko, the spiritual guide of Pangeran Adipati Anom Mangkunegara the
Fifth, the Sultan of Surakarta, who taught him a secret formula to recite during

meditation with the aim of gaining inVUlDerabiliv.l o Muhammad Sub& studied

time he underwent
g
under this teacher on several occasions, d u ~ which
another decisive spiritual experience, f m l y rooted in the magical-mystical
tradition of Java. Once while meditating, he saw a very young child approach
9 Subuh,Autobiography, 11- Geels contends that the information on this
experience is ambiguous. In one source, Muhammad Subuh confesses that he
saw the man "as if in a dream", but later clarifies that he "awoke and sat up"
when he heard the messages, then interpreted them as "inner counseling." See
Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical Tradition, 1 18.

lo

Subuh,Autobiography, 15-6.

him and ask why he had called him, and what Muhammad Subuh really
wanted, Muhammad Subuh was not aware of having called the child, and when

the boy persisted, he said that he wished to find GodJ l
One of the most prominent spiritual teachers to initiate Muhammad
Subuh in the years preceding the emergence of the Subud sect was Shaykh
A b d ~ r r a c h m a n ,a~well-known
~
shaykh of the Naqshbandi order.I3 Like other

spiritual teachers, this WjZ noticed the spiritual potential of the young

Muhammad

Subuh.

Most

such

masters,

however,

including

Shaykh

Abdurrachman, were reluctant to teach him, since based on their own inner

According to Longcroft, this young child was a representation of
Muhammad Subuh's inner teacher, called Dewa Ruci or the Holy Spirit. In this
case, "Holy S p W means "Divine Spirit". Harlinah Longcroft, Subud Is a Way of
Life (Golden Cross: Subud Publications International, 1990) 40.
l1

l2 Sub&,
Autobiogrczphy, 22-5. Also Martin Van Bruinessen, 'The
Origins and Development of the Naqshabandi Order in Indonesia," Der Islam 67
(1990):179.
13

-

The Naqshbandi order, which was originally introduced from Mecca,

entered the Indonesian archipelago in the 1850s. The Indonesian Naqshbandis
actually belong to various branches of the order such as the Khalidigrya,
Mazhan'gya and Qadin'yya w a N a q s h a b a n d i y y a In Java, in earlier centuries, it
was the Sharnyyah that left an imprint on ~avaneseculture, while in recent
times the Naqshbandjya, w i t h its silent dhikr, the repetition of a sacred word
or phrase such a s La- f l a k nlaZla3 and AIluX Akbar, and meditation-like
exercise, seems to have a more significant impact For brief information about
this order, see Hamid Algar, "A Brief History of the Naqshbandi order," in
Ncrqshbandis, cheminents et situation actuelle d 'un ordre mystique musulman,
ed. M. Gaborieau, A. Popovic and T. Zarcone (Istanbul: Editions Isis, 1990)356; and for its introduction and spread in Indonesia, see Bruinessen, 'The
Origins and Development of the Naqshabandi Order in Indonesia," 150-79; cf.
also his, Tarekat N u q s y a b a n d i y a h di Indonesia- Sumei Hisforis, GeografEs dan
Sotiologis (Bandung:Penerbit Mizan, 1992); cf. Warner Kraus, "Some Notes on
the Introduction of the Naqshbandiyya-KhaLidiyya into Indonesia," in
Naqshbandis, cheminents et situation achtelle d'un ordre mystique musulrnan,
ed. M. Gaborieau, A. Popovic and T.Zarcone (Istanbul: Editions Isis, 1990)69 1706.

howledge, they realized that the young Muhammad Subuh would ultimately
accede to spiritual or mystical. Life through God's direct guidance.
Despite Muhammad Subuh's considerable achievement as a spiritual
leader, it appears nonetheless a s though Shaykh Abdurrachman contributed

.

Indirectly to the establishment of Susila Budhi Dharma (Subud) by declaring to
his other students that Muhammad Subuh would one day become a saint,

exceeding even himself in howledge. Soon after this statement was made, most

of Abdurrahman's students as well as other people began paying more attention
to Muhammad Subuh, even to the extent of visiting his house in search of inner
guidance and advice. For Muhammad Subuh, it was more of an honor than

anything else to receive such attention, until he received the spiritual
experience in 1925 that marked the establishment of Subud: from that point

-\

-

onwards the people visiting his house became members of his sect.
It was a t the age of twenQ four that he underwent the Eirst experience of

the Subud's latihm kejiwaan, the spiritual exercise of Subud characterized by
total surrender to Almighty God. One night, Muhammad Subud went out after

having studied for hours on end. He suddenly observed "a Iight shining from
above.... a ball of radiant white light," falling onto his head.
My body started shaking; my chest was heaving. I feared I
would c o k p s e in a e street. I quickened my face to get home as
quickly as possible. But on reaching the house, the shaking
stopped and my chest was calm. I knocked on the door, which was
immediately opened by my mother, who asked, "why do you look
so pale?" to which I responded briefly, "It's nothing!"
I went directly to my room and stretched out on my bed. I
folded my arms over my chest and surrendered to Almighty God.
Amazing, I saw m y whole being filled with light This lasted for just
half a minute. Then I arose, but not h m my own wilI, and went to
the room that I used for prayer and study. There I stood and

performed two rakaats of prayer- After finishing the prayer, I
returned and lay down again on my bed and fell asleep.14
That was the beginning of a series of spiritual phenomena which lasted

for approximately three years.ls Muhammad Subuh spent several consecutive

nights in performing spiritual disciplines, snatching only fitful hours of sleep
during the day. Among his experiences, he admitted that he had met the
Prophets and conversed with them, his guide on this occasion being the
Prophet M u l g m m a d himself. His soul traveled to various planets and grasped

the final culmination during which his physical body remained in a cataleptic

trance.in this state he was commanded to fulhll a task decreed by A l l a h for the
benefit of humanity. It was obvious to Muhammad Subuh that he had been
chosen to undertake a divine mission.

Receiving a series of different visionary experiences, mostly in the form of

dreams, was not an easy thing for Muhammad Subuh to endure, and he
suffered moments of great anxiety. For example, on one occasion he was

approached by a man holding a spear which was then thrust into his chest The

man withdrew the weapon and soon put a rounci object, the size of a chicken's
egg, bright and sparkling, into the hole left by the spear. By a simple stroke of
the man's

hand, the wound was healed.16 On another occasion, when

performing the dhikr ritual, reciting the words M i l u k IZlE'lllah (A*, There is no
god but God), he watched as there fell into his lap a large book, whose cover

I4
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hngcroft, Subud IS a Way oflife, 24.

15 Hosein Rofe, "Muhammad Subuh: Mystic of Java," '17ze Islamic
Literature 3 (1951) : 306- See also his other work, The Path of Sulzud (London:
Rider & Company, 1959) 78.
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Subuh,Autobiography, 29.

depicted a group of people from m e r e n t races moving, praying, crying,
shouting, and asking God for forgiveness. Suddenly the book vanished into his

chest17 Muhammad Subuh did not know the meaning of all those experiences,
nor apparently did his teacher, Shaykh Abdurrachman, either. Consequently, it
remained obscure in Muhammad Subuh's mind.

In @ijT terms such mysticai experiences, according to some accounts,
a

.

can be related to the concept of fana", literally meaning 'anmhdation'. F a n 3 i s
fjrst of all a n ethical concept: the man is annihilated, and takes on God's

at&i.utes - a c o ~ t i o of
n the alleged w i t h or tradition "talchallW

bi

aWrl6q Allax" 'quai@ yoursew w i t h the qualities of God," i-e., through constant

mentaI struggle. Its essential message is to exchange one's own base qualities
for the praiseworthy qualities by which God has described Himself in the
QUTJiin. The next stage is anaihilation in vision, when the soul is surrounded by

the primordial Light of God- The h a l stage, then, is "annihilation fjrorn one's

. .

vision of annrt.lllation," in which one is immersed in the m M d , the "existence"
of God or, rather, the "finding"of God.18 A full interpretation of this concept is
given by the Japanese scholar Toshihiko Izutsu,lg who defines fand' as =the
total nullification of the ego-consciousness, when there remains only the
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Longcroft, a b u d Is a Way of LiJe, 29- See also Subuh, Autobiography,

29-30.
Annemarie Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 1975) 142.
l8

19 Toshihiko Izutsu, T h e Basic Structure of Metaphysical Thinking in
Islam," in W~sdornof Persia: Collected Papers on Islamic Philosophy and
Mysticism, ed. Mehdi Mohaghegh and Hermam Landolt (Tehran: Tehran
University Press, 1971)39-72.

absolute Unity of Realiy in its purity as an absolute awareness prior to its
bifurcation into subject and object30
Muhammad Subuh's mystical experiences, however, apparently allowed

him to achieve the finaI stage of fey,

in which one is actually annihilated in

God. During his spiritual exercises, when he was surrendering to the Power of
Almighty God by reciting the words Allax Akbar, Muhammad Subuh felt that he
was embraced with the light of God. His soul traveled beyond this universe and
arrived in another great space where God showed him His creations such as
b e a u a l angels, He reports, There I saw Almighty God's creatures clad in
white and praising the majesty and greatness of AImighty God. I looked up and

saw a dazzling light, Before me, I saw a line of ladies of great beauty wearing
clothes of Light?
After his ascension, Muhammad Subuh begar humbly welcoming other
people besides Shaykh Abdurrachman's disciples, in fact initiating them inb
latihan kejiwaan*

(I., the spiritual exercise) in Subud. There is a significant

difference, as Muhammad Subuh points out, bemeen this latihan kejiwaan and
other spiritual exercises held in a tarekat (I.
mystical
,
order).

20

IZU~SU,
T h e Basic Structure of Metaphysical Thinking in Islam," 52.
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See Subuh, Autobiography, 34-5.

22 This Subud spiritual exercise is a purification process which aims at
acquiring the state of perfect man. I t proceeds at several levels of the psychophysiological human being, starting with the body as the lowest. However, the
Subud spiritual exercises are concerned not only with the purification of the
psycho-physiological being of the person practicing it, but d s o with past sins
committed bq his/her &cestors. For more expkkation about this -spiritual
exercise, see Geels, -bud
and the Javanese Mystical Dadition, 148-65.
Muhammad Subuh, The Latihan K e m a a n of &bud, ed. Rasunah Donovan
(Chicago: Subud USA, 1981).

The latiha [training) of an esoteric or tarekat teaching is done
according to the theory or rules of the founder of that teaching,
whereas what happens in the latihun kejiwaan of Subud is that
each person individually, at the moment of surrendering himself
to the Power of the One Aimighty God,receives movements in the
inner feeling in accordance with his own capacity, although all is
directed towards worship of God.=

Subud training therefore aims at allowing a soul to surpass the limited reality,
the world and then rebirth in a new realm. It can only be achieved however by

souls who have already advanced; in other words, by those of excellent
character or those who have used their talents for others' benefit, a s well as for
the few who can advance further only with superhuman assistance.

Slowly, the sect developed and was disseminated all over Java island,
eventually extending beyond Java and eventually outside Indonesia. Among

Muhammad Subuh's disciples who made a significant contribution to the
dr-relopment of the sect was Husein ROE,the son of a British Jew and a Belgian -

Catholic mother- RoZ converted to Is-

upon meeting his teacher, Muhammad

Subuh, for the fitst time.

B. The Spread of Subud in the World
Susila Budhi Dharma was formally established as a kebatinan sect, as
explained in the previous chapter, during the period i
n which Indonesia
struggled to rediscover the Indonesian identity, a period described by many as
one of transition and ~risis.2~
For the Javanese, despite having the solid
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Geels, Subud and the Javanese M y s t i d lhdition, 126.

2.1 PoliticaUy, this was the time of the rising tide of Indonesian
nationalism. There were bitter conflicts between Dutch colonial rulers and the
leaders of nationalist movements. In the meantime, there was also
disagreement amongst political leaders regarding the right solution Tor the

foundation of their cultural heritage to depend on, the strife, revolts, social
upheaval, and moral decay of those years induced a general process of soul-

searching and redefinition of self-identity.
Given this local reality, how was it that non-Javanese, in fact nonIndonesians, became so interested in Subud and deeply involved in its latihun
kejituaan? The Subud spiritual exercise is after all a unique phenomenon.

Frithjof Schuon's analysis may provide some answers, He contends that in an
age of confusion and thirst, in which the advantages of modernity and

transformation are prized over those of secrecy, it is only esoteric, or in a

narrower sense, mystical knowledge that can satis@the imperious logical needs
resulting from the scientific mindset of the modem world.25 The disintegration
of Western cultural values and disenchantment with the experiences of

modernism, as well as the observation of the catastrophes bro~ghtabout by

modem civilization and the anticipation of more to come, have all contributed to
an enthusiasm for spiritual Life. These problems resemble in many ways those
faced by the Javanese who seek the spiritual strength needed to face the

pressures of modem Me. Subud, through its latihan kejiwaan, has helped them
to acqu&e this strength.

There are many who would be interested in Subud, providing they
could have conclusive evidence that it does work, even if they
could not accept the supernatural account of its origin. Thus we
problems faced by the Indonesian people. Economically, Indonesia underwent
very serious economic difficulties due to the government maladministration and
the domination of Chinese merchants over almost all fields of Indonesian
economy. See G . M. Kahin, Nationalism and Revolution in Indonesia (Ithaca:
CorneU University Press, 1952)66-8.
25 Frithjof Schuon, Esoterism as Principle and as Way, trans. William
Stoddart (Pates Manor: Perennial Books Ltd, 1981) 7.

have seen tbat many professing naturalism who reject belief in
God and the Supernatural as superstition, have come to Subud to
safisfi some inner need, and have verified for themselves the
reality of its action-26
For many, the latihan produced the f i s t sense they have ever had of inner
peace and detachment, a s well as vivid psychic experiences such as visions,
locutions and ecstasies.2' Besides, the theoretical argument which declares that
"esoterism prolongs and deepens religion, or, inversely, religion adapts
esoterism to a certain level of consciousness and activity"z8 concurs perfectly
with Muhammad Subuh's statement to the effect that the latihan will never

convert one who believes in a certain religion, but on the contrary will
strengthen the religious convictions of the one who practices them? These are

all solid explanations for why the phenomenon of Subud has attracted so many
non-Javanese as members.
In his What is Subud?, Gordon Van Hien testifies frankly that before

deciding to become a Subud member, he wrote an Anglican bishop for his views
on the sectS3OIn his answer the bishop stated that every religion possesses its
own fundamental emrs: in Christianity, for example, the deepest problem and
the one most difficult

to understand is the split between the Catholic and

Protestant wings, while for Muslims it is the fulmination against the 'unbeliever'
who will bum while the faithful luxuriates in paradise. Hence, the best answer
26 J. G. Bennett, Christian Mysticism and Subud (London: The Institute
for the Comparative Study of History, Philosophy and the Sciences, 1961)6.
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Bennett, Christian Mysticism, 2-3.
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Schuon, Esoterisrn as Principle, 233.
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Bennett, Christian Mysticism, 7.
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Van Hien, What is Subud?, 2 1-2.

in such circumstances is the path of the spirit, which is marked by signs that

are not difficult to understand and which welcomes followers of all religions, not
on& Christians o r Muslims. This response Ied Van Hien to decide to become an
initiate of Subud. For him, Subud is just like water which is able to occupy 'the

shape of the Christian vessel, the Muslim jar, the Buddhist flask and even the
pagan pot?

With its simple d e that members need only s m e n d e r patience, trust,
and sincerity fo Almighty God,- Subud spread all over the world reaching 60
countries by 1970,33 and 78 by 1997-34A small Subud group existed in Tokyo

31 TheoreticaiLy, this notion is in conformity with the common
epistemo10gical concept that in religions there is a line between esoteric and
exoteric. The fundamental distinction is not between religions; it is not, so to
speak, a line that, reappearing, divides religion's great historical manifestations
vertically, Hindus f b r n Buddhists fiom Christians from Muslims, and so on.
The dividing line is horizontal w?h esoterism above and exoterism below- This
division leads to the thesis that religions are alike in essence or esoterically
while differing in form or exoterically. Thus in the esoteric groups, there are
men and women who realize that they have their roots in the Absolute, while in
the exoteric ones, it is composed of the remainder of mankind for whom the way
of m
g about religion is sterile if not unintelligible. See Huston Smith's
remarks in his introduction to Frithjof Schuon, Ttze Tt-~v~sOeRdent
Unity of
Religions, 2 n d ed. (Wheaton: The Theosophical Publishing House, 1993) xii-xv.
Likewise, Muhammad Subuh does not insist that any one religion is the true
one; rather, he embraces all kinds of religion considering that the Subud's
mystical path, latihan icemaan i s primarily a means for religious adherents to
become more devoted man. He concurs that aU men e s s e n W y have the same
god, which is to become a real person, If a Christian he wants to be the real
Christ in terms of character and if a Buddhist, he wants to be a real Buddha.
The same if he is a Muslim, in that he wants to cultivate Muhammad's
character in himself. In other words, all religions in Subud render to simiIar
mystical needs. See Robert Lyle, *bud (England:Humanus, 1983)9 1-3.
32 Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, A Life within a Lzre: an
Introduction to Sutnrd, ed. Domitlic C . H. Rieu (London: Humanus, 1983)65.

.a

33 Jacob Needleman, The Nau Religions (New York: Doubleday &
Company, Inc., 1970)104.
34

Geels, &bud and the Javanese Mystical 7Yadition, 131.

in 1955, another one in Hong Kong, and towards the end of the same year
Husein Rofe started initiating people in Cyprus- About half a year after moving
to London in June 1956, ROEorganized a new S u b u d group in the city. He then
invited Muhammad Subuh to visit him there.
In May 1957, M u L m m a d Subuh, together with his uife, made the

journey to England. H e stayed at Coombe Springs, where the brilliant Dr John

Bennett was Director of the Institute for the Comparative Study of History,
Philosophy and the Sciences. It so happened that Muhammad Subuh's

presence at Coombe Springs coincided with an international gathering of the
foUowers of Gurdjieff, who had died some years earlier. Many of his disciples,
about 1,200 in number, were looking for a new master. A number of these
people promptly joined Subud. W h e n these new members returned home,
Subud was spread around the world. Muhammad Subuh next traveled to

Europe, California and AustraLia, visiting newly-formed groups in these regions.
It wasn't until thirteen months after leaving Indonesia that he finally returned

home.
On his return Muhammad Subuh decided to build an oflice for the

secrebriat at Cilandak - at that time a village on the outskirts of the capital,
Jakarta, but now a suburb of the city - a latihan hall and a guesthouse for

overseas visitors. Since then the compound has grown, and consists of a large,
spIendid new latihan hall and a Iarge house for Muhammad Subuh and his

family.
Subud rapidly expanded in the wake of these events, and there began a
series of world congresses held every four years for its members: in 1959 the

)@

4-

congress was held in London, in 1963 it was held in New York, in 1967 in

a

-?

ToQo, in 1971 in Cilandak, in 1975 in Woffsburg, German, in 1979 in Toronto,
and in 1983 in London-

' h o important developments took place during the 1970s: both involved

business enterprises which Muhammad Subuh undertook with the purpose of
making Subud financially secure and of enabling it to fund further enterprises.

All this had the ultimate objective of establishing charitable and welfare
projects. The f i t of these involved the creation of a World Bank. Muhammad

Subuh broached the idea to his startled Listeners at the 1963 World Congress,
but the main work on this complicated, and ciiflicult, but M

y successful

enterprise took place between 1971 and 1974- The second enterprise was even
more adventurous, and involved Subud members from d over the world in

raising US$ 14 million for the project Subud members have built a hospital, a
nursing home for the old, and an orphanage.

=3

For some this involvement in business activities suggested that Subud

had taken a material orientation rather than a spiritual one; this, however, was

not the case. Muhammad Subuh firmly asserted that as devoted servants of
God, people have two permanent duties: one is to worship God Almighty; the

other is to use the heart and mind to work in this world to support our Life.35
Therefore, the ideas behind the establishment of those enterprises are still in
accordance with divine and human concepts. This was not fully realized by

many Subud members who, In face of Muhammad Subuh's insistence on this
material orientation, spontaneously left Subud- They wondered whether it was

right that the spiritual way be mixed up with money, Iarge enterprises, and

-

35 Far more dormation about Muhammad Subuh's ideas on kork,' see
Muhammad Subuh, A Life within a Life, 155-65-

undertakings of various kinds, and feared that it would interfere w i t h their
spiritual welI-being. These were reasonable question, but Muhammad Subuh

looked at the issue Merently. Philosophically speaking, he contended that the
spiritual latihan of Subud is something of value for mankind and for the heart

of man; it is a new kind of spiritual exercise and worship, and has appeared at

a time when the mind of man is highly developed. Likewise, it is the will of God
that even while eaming our living and attending to worIdLy matters, and while
being involved in material things, we should not forget to worship God because

God is with us in all circumstances, Subud is indeed diEerent &om other sects
where in order to have contact with the greatness of God, a man is usually
obliged to isolate himself h r n people, abandon all comforts, and live in some
place remote from others, and even, if necessary, refrain from marrying because

such distractions impede one h m attaining a high spiritual level, While this
.-.
J

might have been the case in the past, our modem world puts different demands

on individuals; it is necessary for one's h e r being that one learns to worship
God at the same time as one is working and earning a living9
M u h s m m a d Subuh cites four main reasons for establishing such

enterprises. The first is in order to encourage Subud members to sustain
themselves by their own talent and ability- The second is to construct solid

foundations for Subud's g o d of supporting social activities and building public
institutions such as hospitals and schools. The third reason to run business,
according to Muhamrnad Subuh, is to c a n and then share one's profit with the
needy of the world. Subud, he says, is not only intended to make one feel in
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harmony with the worship of the One

God, nor only to unite the

feelings implanted within each of us, but also to live in this world in mutual
love and affection, helping one another through a cooperative venture such as a
World Bank, The most important reason, however, which is related to Subud's
concept of 'work, is to enhance our commitment of worship. Enterprise is not
something which leads men to neglect their duties as God's servants; on the
contrary, it is a bridge whereby men use the material as a reminder always to
remember God or to help men retum to their GodY
Generally speaking, these principles are not very different from the ones
observed by MusLims or adherents of other religion; in other words, we cannot

say that they are unique to Subud doctrine. As a M u s h , Muhammad Subuh
may have been inspired by the Qur'Enic advice "But seek, the (wealth) which
God has bestowed on thee, the home of the Hereafter, nor forget thy portion in
this World: but do thou good, As God has been good to thee, seek not (occasion

for) mischief in the Iand: For God loves not those who do mischief" (Q-28:77).In

this verse, God counsels u s to do what is best for our life in this world, meaning
that we must work to achieve our goals-

C. Some Basic Concepts in Subud

To understand Subud doctrine it helps to have a knowledge of Islamic
mysticism or @ism.

This Islamic brand of mysticism provides a metaphysics of

the principle and nature of things, a cosmology concerning the structure of the
Universe and its multiple states, a traditional psychoIogy explaining the
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structure of the human soul to which is attached a psychotherapy of the
profoundest order, and fZn@

a n eschatology concerning the final end of man,

the universe and m a d s posthumous existence. Nevertheless, when compared to
Subud doctrine, these teachings go far beyond what is contained in the primary

source of Subud, i-e., Muhammad S u b h ' s talks and writings, which are
perhaps not as complex or deep as one might expect- Having said this, we wilt
discuss below Subud teachings concerning God and his attributes, and the
concept of man and his pre-temporal existence in relation to God.

a. The Divine Concepts

"Although God is beyond the comprehension of human minds there is
something that we can do in relation to Him,and that is surrender, and then
i+e can know, not Him, but His powerSn38This fundamental expression of

Muhammad Subuh's monotheism contains the two pillars of all Subud
spirituality, namely the divine existence on the one hand and contemplative
concentration on the other; or in other words: doctrine and method, or truth

and way. The second element is expressed in the Subud spiritual exercise or
latihan kejiwaan; for even though Muhammad Subuh says that 'Subud is not a

method and does not contain a method or a single way which we all have to
f o l l o ~ , " ~nonetheless,
g
in certain aspects of this spiritual exercise man is

expected to observe a particular set of rules, in the sense of loose obligation.

Firstly man must demonstrate "an attitude of surrender, sincerity, acceptance

'' ~ u h a m m a dSubuh Sumohadiwidjojo, The Growth of Subud (London:
Subud Publications International, 1969) 112.
39
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and patience" in his Me. Secondly, they have to worship Almighty God
according to their own individual inner natures. lf he is a Muslim, his latihcuz
must conform to the way in which a Musflm worships or prays; the same
applies to followers of other religions. Once they recognize this, they will be

more conscious of God's existence.
According to the Qur'5h and Hadith, God is the Merciful, the Wise, the

Generous, the Forgiving, the Livlng, the Hearing, the Avenger and so on. His
Names epitomize the knowledge of Him that has been revealed to mankind;

through them we can capture something of the Divine Nature- Muhammad
Subuh to some extent achowledges these I S W C ideas of God's attributes

($zTat,in Arabic), God,

he says, %as no form, no colour, no time, no place, no

nationality, no count1y,"~0yet He subsists before the beginning. He knows,
embraces and encompasses everything and He is Almighty.41 In addition, "God
is All-knowing, All-just and AU-uise,"42 and He knows a human being's needs,

including the need to receive true guidance, so that he may be protected from

error or from losing touch with the m e human soul. Even though in most of
his references he refers to God using abstract expressions like "the Great Life"

or "the Life Force", being "the light and the guide within the individuaLity of
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Muhammad Subuh, A Lzye within a trye, 63
Muhammad Subuh, A LzTe zuithina Life, 70.

4 ~ u h a m m a dSubuh, Subud and the Active Life, 112. See also his,
Subud in the World, Ten Talks Given by Bapak Muhammad Subuh at the Second
World Congress of the Subud Brotherhood (England:Subud Brotherhood, 1965)
109.

each of you,"43 Muhammad Subuh occasioaally uses personalistic terms Like
"the One who watches over you"?

Furthermore, Muhammad Subuh states that the closeness of God to aU
men is nearer than mything that can be seen, anything that can be heard, or
anything that can be perceived with the senses. The truth is that man is unable

to see or be aware of God because his own knowledge and his o m seeing
impede him; he is unable to hear God accurately, because he is hindered by the

physical Limitations of his hearing. The same is true of all the other senses;
therefore when one wants to feel His existence, one should try to think about
Him. It is impossible for man to picture God, because God has no form, but

man can reach a certain understanding of Him since he has been given the
capacity to do so. This involves guiding one's thoughts in order that one can be
enlightened by His existence, and be brought to a transcendent state which
wiU grant one the ability to acknowledge God's power.45 This concept does not

differ in the main from the most basic concept of God in mystical theology,
which speaks of a combination of immanence and transcendence, In relation to

man, God is near and simultaneously far away, as expressed in the QUT'Snic
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Muhammad Subuh, Subud and the Active Life, 153.

44 M u b a m m a d Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, Susila Budhi Dharma (Jakarta:
Subud Indonesian Publication, 1957) 183. These expressions are better known
by the term anthropomorphism (from the Greek anfhrcpos- human being and
rnorphg-form) which in the religious context means to ascribe human attributes
(such as forms, acts and feelings) to spiritual entities, deities and God. In
Islamic theological terminology, anthropomorphism corresponds to the term
"tashbih" meaning a s s i m i l s g or comparing God to man, For fuller
explanation, see R J Z . Werblowslq, "Anthropornorphism," me Encyclopaedia of
Religion, ed. M. Eliade (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1987) 3 16-7.
See also, James Hastings, uAnthropomorphism," Encyclopaedia of Religion and
Ethics (NewYork: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1955).
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Muhammad Subuh, T h e Meaning of Subud, 32.
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passage often quoted by the $ti-j. "God is nearer to you than your jugular vein"
(Q. 50: 161, while at the same time He remains the Lord and Creator of the

universal, immanent and transcendent. " The sights do not reach Him" (Q.
6: 1O3), but ?whithersoever ye turn there is the Face of God" (Q. 2: L09).God has

'put signs into nature and into the human soul" (Q. 51:2 l ) , and it is necessaq
to see and to understand them.

Subud's cosmoIogicd doctrines are not very complicated. In the very
beginning, there was emptiness, silence, and the fmt vibration which radiated
fkom the will of G o d 5 Then,Muhammad Subuh states, there arose for the first

time the so-called nur ghaib (I.
the
, unseen light; from A nuir ghayb) which is
the light of Life, the source of everything; this vibration and radiance, as it

spread everywhere, created the Light and heat of the sun, fire, sir, water and

earth. From these four elements there emerged the basic forms of life, starting
from the material and proceeding to the vegetable, the animal, the human and
others beyond. Subsequently aLZ these forms divaxl'cated spontaneously,
growing together. All this appears to be based on the story of the Prophets and
the messengers of God.47
Elsewhere, Muhammad Subuh states that before the creation of the
universe, there was nothing but God and emptiness. Then God created the first
manifestation in the form of light, called "Nu?', the divine light. This was the
"Nur Muhammad," o r the Light of Life. From this light arose the principal

elements or essences which became earth, water, air, and fie; these all
46 This emptiness and vibration is the same as the basic vibration that
one feels in the Subud spiritual exercise, called the life within a We. See
Muhammad Subuh, The Latihan Kejiwaan of &bud, 37.

47

Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical Tradition, 133-4.
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developed gradually and became denser and denser, coarser and coarser.
Finally they coalesced into the universe in which we Live and other pIanets.48
The first human beings were Adam and Eve, existing in a state of original

unity. This was a state of perfection, of growth

- just

like that of the unborn

baby in a mother's womb. The primordial dialogue then occurred between God
and Adam:
Adam, you must go down to the earth, and 1 will give you a
companion like yourself - one of your own kind, only not male
but female. You will exceedingIy be happy there w i t h your fellow
h
being your wife." And Adam answered, Wery wen, I will
obey your command, 0 God, only I have a question: Will I be left
to live in the world forever?" ?No," God replied 'You will return to
me. That it why, besides giving you aIl you require for your live, I
a m also giving you a way, a ladder, so that you can reascend to
your original abode.49
After that God created a physical body for Adam, a body with senses, a

heart and mind, and all the forces necessary to sunrive in this world: vegetable,
animal, human, and etc. Thus provided for, Adam found himself capable of
living in this world and of adapting to his new home, and tried to forget about

eternal bliss, his state of original unity. However, Adam and Eve still retained a
divine potentiality, a Holy Spirit which helped them and their offspring to

transcend to the eternal state

48 Luqman McKingley, Adam and His Children. A Brief History of Human
Ltyc Excerpts fi-om Talks by Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo (Sydney:
Starlight Press, 1992) 2.
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See Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical Tradition, 135.

so The most profound task of the latihan kejiwaan, Subud's primary
spiritual exercise, is to utilize this divine potentiality so that man can unite with
his God.

b. The Concept of Man
We have indeed created man in the best of moulds (cz&xznitawm)
Then We abase him (to be) the lowest of the low (csfda sdJTlZn)sl
(Q. 955-5)-

The Qur'Znic verse cited above defrnes the situation of man in this world

in a manner that is at once perennial and universal, M a n was created in a@sani
taqwt'm (A., the best stature) but then feu into a temporal condition of

separation and withdrawal

corn

his divine prototype, a condition which the

QufEn calls usfala sdjlin (A., the lowest of the low). And inasmuch as the
situation described in this Qur'5.n.i~
verse pertains to the innermost nature of
man, it is a permanent reality that he &es

within himself.

Muhammad Subuh, in his understanding of man's condition is less in

conformity with, but does not contradict, these Qur'Znic principles. He
considers man to k the offspring of Adam and Eve, who had a human nature,
but still retained a divine capacity to live in the world and to transcend it. The

former is represented by nafs (A-, passion), while the latter Muhammad Subuh
identifies as the Holy Spirit, or the Holy Life Force that is fkee from the influence

of mfs and which will remind man of his obligation to worship Almighty God.52
It was man's environment, however, that constantly affected his divine qualities

in ways he did not even suspect. Man's nature is inevitably affected by the four
principal forces - material, vegetable, animal, and human - that constitute him.
Since our bodies, Muhammad Subuh asserts, are composed largely of physical

Ali, A. YUSU~,
The Holy Qur'cfn, Text, Danslation and Commentary
( M q i a n d : Amana Corp, 1983) 1759.
5'

M u h a m m a d Subuh, The Latihm Kejiwaan of Subud, 36.

matter, we draw our strength from vegetable and animal nourishments3 So if

man aspires to a higher state, he must dissociate his inner nature from the

earthly realm, and not try t~ bring to earth states far beyond those
corresponding to the present phase of material evolution.
Muhammad Subuh elucidates the human and divine capacities of man

according to the following principles: the seven universal life forces; the four
types of nafs; the four bodies of

man; and the concept of jiwa (I., soul). The

seven universal life forces that exist inside and outside man, he says, can be
compared with the forces required in building a house; there we need the skills
of many people, such as the laborer and foreman as weU as the architect and

engineer involved. What he m e a s by this is that Life as it re*

should be is

developed in accordance with harmony or altruism. To Live in this world is to
harmonize these seven forces, to Live with and respect one's fellow human

beings, irrespective of race or nationality54
Man however is perpetually a e c t e d by the lower forces of his body,

originating not only in himself, but also derived from his parents and aU his
ancestors.55 These forces, four in number, are the essences of the four worlds:

material, vegetable, animal and human. The essential quality of roh raiwani (I.,
the material or satanic force), the first of these lower forces, is indiflterence to
enmity or hostility,just as a table has no relationship with or feeling for another
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Rofe, The Pathof Subud, 96.
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Geels, Man and Javanese Mystical Tt-adition, 136.
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Muhammad Subuh, 7Re Growth of Subud, 104.

table, oil conflicts with water, and so oas6 If man is able to control in full and to

guide this force, he will achieve a superior character; on the other hand, if lower
force takes over a man's life, then the person develops within him or hersex the
qualities of animosity or antipathy. In other words, he or she becomes hard-

hearted, dishonest, evasive, and worse.

The next level is daya nabati (I., the vegetable force), more powerful than
any of the others in influence. Like that of the material force, the power of this
vegetable force is constantIy present in the human body, since a human being
is a creature which consumes plants as food. The best way to identify the

essential quality of this force conveyed by Muhammad Subuh is primarily to
observe the plants' characteristics- Rice, for exampIe, by nature needs a lot of
water, and is short-lived, with a slender but hollow st&.

This means,

according to Muhammad Subuh, that people who %eat food from it (rice) do not
withstand s a e r i n g well, want only quick satisfaction and a sufficiency for their
life, and lack the spirit to exert themselves to raise their standard of living."57

Therefore, it is essential for man to control these qualities.
The daya hewmi (I,
animd
,
force), which is the third level of the lower

forces, has an even stronger effect on human beings, and its idhence can be
either positive or negative. The characteristics of merent animals can be
56 Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, And Other Secret Things. Talks
about Subud 1980-1983, ed. Dominic C . H. Rieu (Bristol: RedcWe Press, 1985)

6 6 . See also Ruspana, Spiritual Education through Subud Soul Exercise and R M
Muhammad Subuh's Philosophy (Jakarta:Institution for Development of Human
Soul Potential, 1990)53-6.
57 See Muhammad Subuh, Susila Budhi Dharma, 193; cf. Ruspana,
Spiritual Education, 57-60- Muhammad Subuh, however, forgets the fact that
rice is also a tree which symbolizes a humble character; retaining much

reproduced by human beings through eating meat- Urban peopIe who have
consumed a great deal of meat from an assortment of animals, Muhammad

Subuh contends, may find it difficult to detect and feel the characteristics of
genuine feelings. Therefore, when such people feel a desire for something, they

cannot tell which feelings are truly their own and which come from the
influence of this animal force,Ss since each animal has various effects on men.

Goats, for instance, prefer to live collectiveIy or in herds, and can easily get lost,
habits which can influence humans of all kinds.59 The infhence of cattle, on the

other hand, is quite different, since cattle like to keep quiet and usually only eat
grass. The influence of this on the feelings of human beings can have either a
positive or good effect: "it makes him work hard and obey orders willingly"; it
also gives him courage and leads to a moderate sexual activity.60

The fourth level of the lower forces, i-e. the force of daya jasrnani (I.
the
,
ordinary human being), acts in sexual union, an even "mightier" influence than
the last61 Through sexual rehtions, the positive and negative effects may
appear between married couples a n d their beloved children as well as the

society in which they Live. The qualities of this human force are lovingness,

kindness and gener~sity-~z
Man's destiny, in fact, is to master these four types
of forces which are present in the material world and keep them under the
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Muhammad Subuh, S u d a Budhi Dhanna, 24 1.

59 Muhammad Subuh, Susila Budhi D h a n n a , 247. See also Ruspana,
Spititual Education, 60-5.
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Muhammad Subuh, Susila Budhi Dhanna, 259.
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M u h a m m a d Subuh, Susila Budhi Dharma, 263.
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Muhammad Subuh, And Other Secret Things, 67.

conml of the Divine spirit These four lower forces will, be If they are not
controlled properly, obstacles in the way of a man worshiping God.
Besides the four lower forces, there are three higher forces [ i e . , the rest

of the seven forces) that have a better effect on human personality. The f i r s t is
the roh rohani (I., the force of eternal world), the finer human soul also called by

Muhammad Subuh as "daya insani' (I., the force of the true human being). In
order to leave this world and enter into the Real, man needs the roh rohani, but

man can only contact this roh when he is no longer dominated by his nafsu (I.,

passion; f b m A,mfs=)The other two forces are the rahmmi (I.
the
, force of the
world of Messengers) and the rabbani (I., the force of being of category of

Almighty God) leveIs. These three higher forces are the hierarchical form or

-L-

.

continuation of spiritual life; thus to reach rahmani, we must complete the

rohani h t by freeing ourselves from the influence of WnIdng, desire and the
heart. Muhammad Subuh points out that there is a dividing line between the
Iower forces, the realm of the nafs, and these three higher leveis.63

Another important concept in Subud, elaborated upon at length by
Muhammad Subuh, is the concept of nafsu (I.
passion),
,
rendered to the
concept of passion or the negative view of soul in

&iF

teachings,64 of which

there are four types. The b t one is called mfm amara (I., from A., al-mfs al-

ammaia), assigned the colour red because it is identified with W, desire, and
anger; it is also closely related to the material force, which man faces great
difficulty in getting rid of, because this world consists of the elements earth,

water, air and frre, the four material elements.

63

See GeeXs, Subud and the Javanese Mystical
TZ-adition, 138.
-

64

See note 55 of the previous chapter.

The second type is called the nafsu l a m a m a (I., from A., al-mfs alIawa'ma), black in nature and color, and characterized as greed. This is due to

the relationship bemeen this type of mfsu and the nabati force, the vegetable
life force. The competition between rice and grass can be observed in the field;

after rice has been planted, biacies of grass spring up all around.

That the

grass does not understand is no dEerent from when one person does not want
to understand another a s long as his own stomach is fFLled- He is greedy for
food. This nafsu actually impedes people from worshiping and obeying their

God.
Next is the nafsu supiga, yellow in color, i.e., the color of spirituality

which corresponds to the attraction between men and women- The passion of
love and the desire to unite w i t h the opposite sex play a significant role in this
type of nafsu. When man is able to controI his mfsu supiya, connected to the
animal force, he will then achieve the nafsu nutmainnu (I-, from A., al-nafs at-

mu~maJima),
a good or holy nafsu which is related to dayajasmani (I., the force
of ordinary human being). In short, the nature and function of these four
mfms can be clarified: the launoarna is strong, the ammara acts blindly, and

can not differentiate between good and evil, the nafsu mpiya is the one that
wants things,and the mutrnaima surrenders itself.

Thus, the relation between the different nafsus and the lower forces is
that they are usually intermingled, causing a negative or positive spiritual

development. Possessing these four nafsus is essential, as human beings need
them to strengthen their will and to enable them to perform their principal duty

in this life, which is to work and worship God.

*a

The Iast doctrine of Subud which must be grasped to ensure a proper
understanding of its views on spiritual development and the concept of man is
its teaching about the four bodies of man. Muhammad Subuh explains the
doctrine by describing a pattern consisting of four circles. The outer one is

man's physical body; the second circle represents the body of feeling and
emotion; the third. one is the body of understanding; and the Iast one
represents the inner peace or the consciousness of inner feeling-65 These four
bodies of man may also fall under the pressure and influence of the Iower

forces,just as the four mfms can influence man. Hence, man should be able to
free himself, especially his inner feelings, from all kinds of negative influence.
The way to acquire this goal according to the Subud sect is via the 'training in
the realm of the jiwa-" This obviously means spiritual exercise, As Muhammad

Subuh states, the feeling of longing for the divine presence and guidance is one
of the ways to escape negative influence. This can be acquired through several

steps: surrendering to Him;having sabar (I-, patience); tawakkd (I,, trusting in

God); showing patuh (I., an attitude of submission) to God; and demonstrating
ikhlas (I., sincerity)-66

The spiritual life or experiences of Muhammad Subuh, the development
of the sect and the doctrines of both God and man can clearly be seen to have
their roots either inside or outside Javanese culture, in Islamic mysticism or
sdfism and other religious mysticism. The technical terms and principles used
by Muhammad Subuh as founder of the sect, which are similar to these and

65 Quoted by Geels from Muhammad Subuh talks, see Geels, Subud and
the Javanese Mystical nadftion, 140,
-
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Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical Tradition, 142.

other religious tradition were apparently integrated into Subud's typical
doctrines. We will therefore pursue our analysis of Muhammad Subuh's Lire and
experiences as well as the movement's doctrines in order to grasp the similarity

or diEerence between Subud and other mystical doctrines in the next chapter.

ANALYSIS: SOME MAJOR INFLUENCES ON SUBUD
A. An Analysis of Muhammad Subuh's Influences
As was pointed out in the preceding chapters, the rise of aliran kebatinan

(I., mystical movements) may be seen as a Javanese cultural expression

strongly rooted in the local psyche, meaning that its doctrines were a genuine
product of the Javanese cultural heritage. Susila Budhi Dharma was one such

mystical movement, founded by Muhammad Subuh,a man with strong roots in
Javanese culture. However, prior to establishing the sect, Muhammad Subuh
enjoyed many contacts with non-Javanese thinkers, and especially with a
particular &i-fimaster, which explains in part the blend of Javanese culture and

Islamic mysticism apparent in Subud doctrines. This chapter represents a n
attempt to analyze those influences in order to ascertain the extent to which
Subud, as one of aliran kebatinan, is either a product of Javanese culture1 or

Islamic mysticism.

Muhammad Subuh saw himself a s a descendant of and heir to the
tradition of Sunan Kalijaga (one of the nine walk, J., d t s ) and the legendaq
Panembahan Senopati. These figures were considered to be the ultimate

sources of Javanese spiritual ideas. In various passages of the chronicle B&ad
Tanah Jawa, Sunan KaIijaga and Faiernbahan Senopati are portrayed as

-._

Some Indonesian Muslim scholars argue that the diran kebatinan are
pure expression of Javanese culture and reject the claim that they are rooted in
Islamic teachings. See, for example, Rasjidi, Islam & Kebatinan (Jakarta: Bulan
Bintang, 1967) and Hamka, PerkeTTtbangan Kebatinan di ~ndonesia(Jakarta:
Bulan Bintang, 1971).
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representatives of AU5hYswill and miracle-2 Before founding the Mataram

Kingdom, Panembahan Senopati performed a long t q t i (U',, a type of mental
discipline) on Mount Merapi and on the shores of the southern ocean i
n search

of guidance. I n the course of his meditation, this founder of Mataram received a
wahyu (I., revektion) in the form of a white ball of light, resembling a star or

the moon which indicated to Senopati that God had decreed that he would

become a p a t king and ruler. This was witnessed by his Juru Mantri,

Afterwards, Senopati met with Sunan Kalijaga who reminded him not to rely on

magical power and abandon the search for takdir (J., destiny; h m A, tuqdi,).
If Senopati wished to become a great king of Mataram, be would be well advised
to build wall around his city.3

The significance of this advice Lies in Sunan Kalijaga's criticism of

Senopati for practicing t
e
a before baving constructed the palace walls.
According to Woodward, this meant that his practice was wrong because he was
not enclosed by a wadah (I,
container)
,
of normative piety (sh-'a). The s M C a
is the wadah of court rn~sticisrn.~

The mystical tradition of Panembahan Senopati formed Muhammad
Subuh's Life, but he was also naturally influenced by the Javanese cultural

environment in which he had been raised-His mother used to tell him of how a
light had appeared when he was born, and of how volcanoes had erupted, all

signs that he was destined to become something special. Later, the young
2 Mark R. Woodward, Islam i
n Java: Normatiue Piety and Mysticism in the
Sultanate of Yogyakarta (Tucson:The U n i v e r s i ~of Arizona Press, 1989) 152,

3 The full account of this dialogue can be found i
n S. Santoso, Babad
Tanah Jawa (Galuh Mataram) (Surakarta: Citra Jaya, 1979)156-58.
4

Woodward, I s l a m in Java, 154.

Muhammad Subuh received a wahyu (Irevelation;
-,
A, w e y ) in a manner

resembling that of his ancestor Panembahan Senopati This wahyu was
revealed on a decisive night in the Illid-1920swhen he noticed a ball of radiant
white light descending towards and entering his body.5 This image of receiving
wahzju is a typical Javanese fonn 01legitimizing a ruler or someone special.

Benedict Anderson points out that in the orthodox tradition the quest for power

among the Javanese is pursued through yogaistic practices and extreme
ascesis. Although these yogaistic practices in various parts of Java take
different forms, including &sting, going without sleep, meditation, sexual
abstinence, ritual purification, and sacriikes of various types, one central idea
underlies them in that all are designed to focus or concentrate on the

primordial essence. The best likeness that can be made in explanation of this
concept is perhaps the image of the burning-glass o r baser beam, where a

narrow concentxation of light creates an extraordinary outpouring of heat The
inward significance of such ascesis is in no sense self-mortification with ethical
objectives in mind, but solely and singly the acquisition of power? Like other
leaders of mystical movemeats, Muhslmmad Subuh often refemd to his divine

personal revelation in order to l e g i w his messages and mystical power,
especially since legitimi7ntion by means of democratic election is irrelevant in

5
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See the expkmation in chapter two, p. 43.

Ecnedict R. 0%. Anderson, Lcvzguage and Power Exploring Political
Cultures in Indonesia (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1990) 23-4.
The Javanese consider power as a concrete existential reality, which exists
independently of its possible users. In contrast to Europeans, who consider
power as an abstract secular aspect of a human relationship which has a
heterogeneous source and no inherent Limits and is morally ambiguous, the
Javanese think of power as homogenous, constant, intangible, divine energy
which animates the universe and is thus without inherent moral implications
as such." See Anderson, Language and hwer, 17-23.
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the eyes of traditbnaUy-oriented Javanese- For them power is an a s c x i i
quality which is obtained through inheritance or by divine favor? I
n traditional

Javanese societies the power of a leader is enhanced by keeping aloof from the
people. MllhRmmad Subuh possessed aU these things since childhood,when he
was said to have clairvoyant powers that distinguished him decisively &om

other people.
Besides fobwing in the spiritual footsteps of his ancestor Senopati,

Muhammad Sub& also imitated another of his supposed forefkthers, Sllnen
Kalijaga, who preached a blend of orthodox and mystical Islamic teachings. As

a Muslim, he performed the stipulated daily prayers8 which in his opinion,
purified human soul b r n the innuence of nafw (I
passion).
.,
H e fasted during

R a m a w and gave alms at the end of the month of Rama@n.Q Yet although he

@

traveled to numy countries around the world, he never performed the pilgrimage
(&I@) to Mecca.

In patterning himself after Sunan Kalijaga, Mllhnmmad Subuh

was m f M to observe the duty of practicing the sMa 'I'fie esoteric (mystical)
and exoteric (shmFa)
dimensions of Islam, a c c o to~ him, must not interfere
with each other: it is taught that they are complementary and mutually

comborative.lQTherefore, it cannot be argued that MuhRmmad Subuh was
Koentjaraningrat, "Javanese Terms for God and Supernatural Beings
and the Idea of Power," in Readings on I s l m in Southeast Asia, ed. Ahmad
Ibrahim, Sharon Sidclique and Yawmin Hussain pasir Panjang, Singapore:
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1985)290.
7

* See Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, A Life m'thin a Life. An
IMmdudion to Subud, ed- Dominic C . H. Rieu (Londom HI-us
Limited,
1983) 13.
Md
lo
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Subuh, A Life within a Lre, 45-56.

Husein ROE, The Path of Subud (London: Rider 86 Company, 1959)
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merely a Javanese mystic, who neglected the importance of ~ h & ~ i
an M u s k

We. Moreom, the core of shariCa,1 1 which is, according to w a d Sirhindilz,not
just a code of rules and regulations applying to e x t e m d action, but also

explains f&th, taw@ic13 (A, unity of God), love, trust, gratitude, patience,
worship, dhilcr (&, repetition of pious epithets),Fd14

of God), tWci?

(A, stmggIe in the path

(11,piety) and i@xi+ (A., perfect performance of worship) was

* He was a great seventeenth century Indian saint and religious
reformer, born at Sirhind, now in the state of Punjab north-west of Delhi in
1564 AD. He is weU-know11 as a
who criticized the doctrine of w-t
alw j u d a d showed that it was incompatible both with the sharFaand the
experience of merence wEch the SGfi ultimately realizes. The first task to
which Si&d addressed himselfwas to preach and popularize the Naqshbandi
. t e a For more detailed information about the life of this
see chapter one
of MU-d
Abdul Haq Ansari, Summ and SMCah A Ycf-c(dy of Shaykh
A
m S i r h i d p s Effoott to Reform Sufrsrn &&ester, UK, The Islamic
Foundation, 1986)11-30.
l 3 Me&g
is to believe and witness that God is one, and to fuffil the
demands of that bekf. In sufism it means the experience of oneness with God,
and the belief or doctrine that Being is one (w-at
al-wujud or tawwzgZdij.
See Ans@sm wtd Shmla, 14-6.

l4 In technical language, the word means an 'axerting" of one's own
poser to fultiU a prescn'bed duty. The fulfillment of such duty will be
reC0mpeQsed with the reward of Paradise. Jihd4 in
terms, means to
sm&e h the path of God in order to defeat the passions or nafsu. God says,
'Struggle with your possessions and your selves i
n the path of God" (Q. 9:41);
He also says, YThey fight in the path of God; they slay and they are slainn(Q.
9:11 1). See Ibn ' h b i , al-hrfui-t d-MaWcryya,Ch. 76, voL 13, ed. 'UthaGu
Y a y i i (Cairn:d - M : w b a al-'~rabiyya,1990)329.

-@

l5 The root of the word has two interwoven senses: to fear and to protect
oneselt The basic meaning in the Qufanic context is to stand in awe of God, to
fear the consequences of acting against His will, and to do everything in one's
power to protect oneself fkom these consequences, The term implies observing
the religion meticulously, sincerely, and w i t h full presence of mind. T-6
therefore, is a b
quality established in relationship to God. This is clear in
m y case, whether or not God is mentioned in the immediate context- See
William C. chittick, Faith and Aczctice of Islam m e e TFrirteenth Centur~/Sufi
Texts (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992)11-2

by Muhammad Subuh, He often emphasizes the terms

acceptance, and submission' in his talks- Surrender

means to suxmnder to God, not to a human being. Sabar (Ipatience),
,
tawakkal (I.
acceptance),
,
and ikhlas (I., sincerity) are a manifestation of the

surrender, and the attitudes, men should p s s e s s in order to attain good result

in latihan kejiwaan (I., Subud spiritual practices).17

In view of his observance of daily religious activities and the formative
iduences in his Life, therefore, Muhammad Subuh can be considered, if we use
Geertz's classification of Javanese cleavage, neither a purely devout Javanese

santn' nor a pure abangan, but a combination of these two variants,18in other

words, an eclectic Muslim. An abangan essentially focuses on the his personal
and mystical relation w i t h "the One" or God, while at the same time generally
ignoring the sMCa His ritual system revolves around the slurnetan (J.,
ceremonial meal), whose purpose is to create a sense of slmet, i-e., "a state in
which events will run their fked course smoothly and nothing untoward will

happen to anyone,"

a here-and-now attitude in terms of socio-religious

Literally, i&a'n means putting the good and the beautiful into practice.
In Quianic usage, the term is not only an external and ethical good, but also
an internal, moral, and spiritual good. Hence, "virtue" may suggest some of
what it involves. Chittick, Faith and Practice of Islam, 9- 1 1.
l6

Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, And Other Secret Things, ed.
Dominic C. H,Rieu (Bristol: RedclBe Press, 1985)19.
t7

l8 For a more detailed explanation of the differences between these two
groups, see Clifford Geertz, 7he Religion of J a m (Chicago: The Free Press of
Glencoe, 1960) 126-30.

m

19 Koentjaraningrat, T h e Javanese of South Central Java," i
n Social
SLructure in South-East Asia, Ed. G . P. Murdock (Chicago: Quadrangle Books,
1960)95.

,a

practice.20 O n the other hand, the basic and most important rituals for the

sanM consist in the five daily prayers, fasting during Ramam, and zakatfztrah
(I,
almsgiving).
,
From the abangan world-view Muhammad Subuh took his

mystical outlook, while his concern for the sharfca
(A,, Islamic law) is typical of

the smtri element in his charactel.
Another important consideration in evaluating Muhammad Subuh's

intellectual formation is that before founding the Susila Budhi Dharma
(Subud), he had come under the influence of an Isfsmic .tan'qa [A,,

=fi

order),

the Naqshbandiyya, This order of dervishes, which had come first to Sumatra,
later spread also in Central Java, so that in Muhammad Subuh's day there

were to be found in Kedu, south of Semarang, no less than thirteen Naqshbandi
sheikhs. We can be reasonably certain that the relationship of Muhammad
Subuh to one of thcse sheikhs by the n a m e of Abdurrachman had a direct
influence on Subud in the form

%fr

teachings and methods. Martin van

Bruinessen notes that in some areas of Java where branches of the Naqshbandi
order have been established aliran kebatinan (I., the mystical sects) have been
influenced by the ordeis teachings. Van Bruinessen further contends that some

mystical sects such as Panegestu and Subud adopted such Naqhsbancfi

teachings and methods as silent zikir (I., reciting God's names; fiom A. dhihj
and the breathing exercise, and combined both of them with Javanese
traditions.21
--

20 Niels Mulder, "Abangan Javanese Religious Thought and Practice,"
gijdragen tot de Tad, Land en Volkendunde 139 (1972): 260-67.

a

2I See Martin van Bruinessen, Tarekat Naqsyabandiyah di Indonesicc
Sum& Hisforis, Geografis dun Sociologis (Bandung: Penerbit Mizan, 1992) 216-

8. Besides van Bruinessen, Warner Kraus has also provided a brief account of
the spread of the Naqshbandi order which was first introduced in Sumatra by

4
.
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B. Basic Concepts in Subud: Possible Influences from Javanese and
Islamic Mysticism
A s we pointed out before, while the rise of mystical movements may be

seen as a reaction to the perceived threat of modernization to Javanese culture,
they also represented an effort on the part of abangan groups to preserve
Javanese spiritual ideas axld.22 Much of this depended on the extent to which

the founder of a given movement incorporated the elements of the tradition. The
soutces of this tradition are to be found in the teachings of Javanese classical

literature, conveyed Largely by means of the wugang (J.,shadow puppet) stories

as well a s texts and versions of the Dezua Ruci (J,,Holy spirit)story.23 Javanese

the middle of the 19* c e n w and had reached every comer of J a v a within
twenty years. According to him, at the time the Naqshbandiyya in the
Archipelago was a vehicle of the ongoing process of islamhation on the one
hand and of Islamic reformism at the other. Sociologically it was often the
religious expression of the elite and in certain areas a strong force of communal
integration. See Warner Kraus, "Some Notes on the Introduction of the
Naqshbandiyya-Khalidiyya into Indonesia," in Naqshbandis, cheminents et
situation actuelle dttn ordre mystique musulman, ed. M. Gaborieau, A. Popovic
and T. Zarcone (Istanbul: Editions Isis, 1990) 69 1-706.
22 For the explanation about the rise of the mystical movements, see in
chapter one of this thesis.

23 AS Geels points out that the Javanese Literature such as S&at
Wedhatama, S&at Wirid and other Javanese books must have played a
significant role in the first decades of the twentieth century and in the rise of
nationalism and mystical movements due to its emphasis on Javanese cultural
identity. Muhammad Subuh, he further says, was very much familiar with
those Javanese texts which are also familiar among the priyayi (the aristocrat)
and in kebatinan circles. Antoon Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical
Tradition (Surrey: Curzon Press, 1997) 185-6.Similarly, Koentjaraningrat states
that Javanese books on religion and moral are widely read not only by religious
specialists, spirituzl leaders, and philosophers, or by intellectuals of the prfyayi
class, but also by over 20 per cent of the older generation of peasants in the
villages, most of whom, although illiterate in the Latin script, are literate in

spiritual teachings o r kebatinm (I.
inwardness)
,
ideas, themfore, refer to this

Javanese Literature which is preserved in various traditional composition, such

as m a t CaboEW' written by the court poet Yasadipura 125 in the Late
eighteenth century, all of which are the product of a syncretism combining
native animism and Hindu-Buddhism with ax1 admixture of Islam-26
Hindu-Buddhist religious concepts have had an influence on the
indigenous Javanese belief probably from as early as the third or fourth century
AD., and are therefore deep& rooted in that culture. I s h - particularly its

mystical expression - is thus a comparatively recent arrival in this heartland of

Javanese civilization. After the fall of the capital of the Hindu-Buddhist
Javanese empire of Majapahit, the communities and principalities in the
interior of Java, although not completely immune to Muslim influence, were

apparently able initially to

presenre their pre-Islamic Javanese cultural

tra~iition.2~
Moreover, the growing congruence of Muslim mystical ideas with the

Javanese script. Koentjara-grat,
University Press, 1985)324.

Javanese Culture, (Singapore: Oxford

z4 The Sgrat CaboEk is a long poem consisting of 15 cantos (with one of
the manuscripts representing a particular version of the poem even comprising
23 cantos),each -of which contains an average of 30.8 stanzas of 18-65 linesOne version of the poem totals 709 stanzas. See S o e b d , The Book of Cl=abol&k
A Cn'tical Edition with lirtroduction, manslation and Notes. A Contntnbution
to the
Study of the J a v a n e s e Mystical Tt-adition (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1975)7.
2 5 Yasadipura I (died 1830 A.D.) was court poet d u ~ the
g reign of two
Mataram Kings, i-e., Paku Buwana 1II (1749-1788A D , ) and PAW Buwana IV
(L788-1820A-D.J. His son, Yasadipura 11, was also a court poet, who wrote such
books as Pani2isastra J m a (1319A.D.).

26 SLmuh, Sufsrne J a w a T r m f o n n a s i Tasawuf Islam ke Mistik Jawa
(Yogyakarta: Yayasan Bentang Budaya, 1995)64-5.

Koentjaraningrat, Javanese Culture,3 19-20; and his, "Javanese Terms
for God and Supernatural Beings and the Idea of Power," 286.
27
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general bavanese world view over the course of almost two centuries was not

#
.
._.. .
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total, Islam therefore did not cause major alterations in the Javanese way of life

and outlook?

In the S e a t CaboZt9q for example, the author proposes the

acceptance of Islam, on condition, however, that the Javanese consider the
religion of A l E h and the shmfca,or Muslim Iaw, only as a formal guide, or as a
wadah (I,
container)
,
for Javanese culture, while making their inner spiritual

pmification and perfection, as well a s the attainment of the unity with their
primary concern. This condition, according to Soebardi, shows that the ideas of
pets such as Yasadipura I at the end of the 1 8 t h century prepared the way for

the basic*

dualistic view of Kejaw*

(J.,Javanese) religion w i t h respect to

Islam. Islam had to be accepted, but only in i
t
s outward manifestation; the

content and essence had to remain Javanese.29

The question is whether the revitalization of the mystical. Javanese ideas
by many alirnn kebatinan (J., mystical movements) including Subud in the

post-independence era took the same form as it had in the time of Yasadipura 1.
In other words, did these mystical movements make Javanese mystical ideas

their main concern and the Islamic Iaw or sMCa only a secondary and external
one? It could be argued that it would depend on how far the leader of the
movement understood the elements of Javanese and Islamic ideas-The result in

fact varied from one movement to another. One mystical movement would adopt
more Hindu-Buddhist fhan Islamic doctrines, while another would do the

converse. In this section we will test this assumption on Subud's doctrines
concerning God and man in general.

28

For this argument, see chapter one of this thesis on section A.

29

S o e m The Book of CabolSk 52-3.

a. The Concept of Gad
The most important source for the Javanese cultural concept of God is
the very pop*

Javanese work, Nawantci or Daoa R
u
e written in prose. It

appears to have been written during the period of transition from Hinduism to
Islam, using Hindu-Javanese mythology to present the @-j

theory of the

mysticai path- It was put into its present form by Yasadipura I of Surakarta, the
author of W a t Cabolek and occupies a prominent position in court l i t e r .

and pop=

mythological traditions. The Dewa Ruci is a lukon (J.,story),sO

Soebardi says, which not only sets out teachings which elaborate the
relationship between man and God, and between the phenomenal world and

L-

30 The outline of the story is as follows: Bhima studies under a spiritual
preceptor named, Drona who instructed him to search for the water of Life and
tells him that it is located in a hidden place that will require much effort to
discover, There is a secret purpose behind t h i s order, which is to destroy him,
because he was very strong and a valiant warrior, and the protector of his
country Amarta- The other Pandawa (Bhima's brothers) knew of Dmna's evil
and secret intention, attempt to dissuade him because they fear that Drona,
who is the teacher of their enemies the Kurawu is trying to kill Bhima. Bhima,
however, places absolute faith in his teacher and sets out on the quest He
encounters two ogres on Mount Candramuka who attack him,Bhima destroys
them but fails to f'md the water of life. Then he plunges into the ocean, where he
encounters a giant naga (I., snake), After a long struggle he kills it with his long
thumbnail. Next, he reaches the very centre of the ocean and there comes face
to face with a tiny god named Dewa Ruci, in appearance a tiny replica of Bhima
himself. Dewa Ruci teUs him to have faith and to enter his body. Bhima (whois
huge) is amazed, but complies with Dewa Ruci's request When he enters the
miniature Rhima, he finds that it contains the entire world. Dewa Ruci then
reveals the secret of union with God and orders Bhima to return to the world.
Bhima states that he does not wish to return, but to remain in the state of
union. Dewa Ruci replies that this is possible only in death. This brief story can
be found in, S - P. Adhikara, Cerita Dewaruci (Bandung:Penerbit ITB Bandung,
1984);Ki Saswohrsojo, Tafsir Kitab Davarutji (Jogjdkarta: Lodjiketjil, 1966); A.
Seno-Sastmamidjojo, 'eritera D a u a Rutji dengan Arti Filsafatnja (Djakarta:
Penerbit Kinta, 1967); also Soebardi, The Book of Cabol&k, 45-7; Woodward,
Islam in Java, 193-4.

one's own sex, but it also endeavors to explain what the ultimate goal of man's

existence on this earth is, and how he may achieve

it31

Its mystical content,

however, is more important than its e t h i d , and has had therefore its greatest
impact on the spiritual life of the Javanese.
God is here symbolized as a very tiny being in the middle of the ocean
This little being, called Nawaruci or Dewa Ruci, instructed Bhima, the gigantic

second brother of the five Pandawa heroes of the fhmous Maha7,hcSiata epic, to
enter his tiny body through the opening in his left ear; when after some

hesitation Bhima managed to enter without any difliculty, he witnessed the
universe inside the little dwarf. AU at once he could behold the endless sky, the

sun, the oceans, the endless space, the bright Light, and then the colors white,
red, green, and black This image is interpreted as conveying the idea that God

:s the totality of nature, who can manifest himself a s a small divine being, so
tiny that He can enter any human being's heart at any moment, yet is in reality

as wide as the oceans, as endless as space and represented in the colors which

make up and symbolize everything that exists on earth?
In the course of several centuries, however, the mystical Dewaruci

concept of God assumed two different variants. One is the pantheistic view of

God, which visualizes Him as being magnificent, unlimited, and all-inclusive,
incorporating the total universe, yet so compact, tiny, and essential that
everybody who is only willing to try, can hold Him. The other is the monistic
view of God, which visualizes Him as rnagnificcnt, but existent in all

- - -
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Soebardi, '17ze Book of Cabole& 48.

32

See K o e n t j d g r a t , Javanese Culture, 327.

manifestations of the universe, including man, who is after all only a very

humble little being among an immense variety of other things.33
In some ways, this is very similar to Muhammad Subuh's conception of
God. God is unity, the Great Life; being immanent in His creation, God
encompasses

the

whole

universe.

God

is

utterly

unknowable,

but

simuJ.taneously man's inner guidance. However far the heavens may extend

beyond the reach of man, God is still farther beyond them; and yet a s close to
US

as are our heart, our mind, our eyes, and our ears, God is still closer. If

man should try to find Him, H e is so infinitely distant that it is impossible to
reach Him no matter what amount of effort is exerted. If man should simply
surrender to Him, however, God will be nearer than he can ever imagine.34
Furthennore, Muhammad Subuh says, God is for mankind, mankind is for
God, and the individual is for all mankind, God and mankind are one and the

individual is one w i t h the whole of mankind, the whole human race+

The a b v e description can be characterized as a combination of
transcendence and immanence. The two terms are derived from the Arabic
terms tashbz'h (A., immanence) and tanzr'h [A, transcendence), which were for a

long time used by Muslim theologians to refer to the comparability and
incomparability of God to created beings in connection with the doctrines of
anthropomorphism and corporeafism. An mushabbih (A,, anthropomorphist) or
a rnujusirn (A, corporealist) of the old school is one who attributes to God

33

a
4

Koentjaraningrat, Javanese Culture, 328.

s4 Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, Subud and the Active Lfe, 3d
Ed. (London: Subud Publication International, 1984)99.
35

Robert Lyle, Subud (London: Humanus Limited, 1983)99.

qualities which are analogous to those of men and other created beings,= A
munazzih (A,, transcendentalist) is one who holds that God is above ali such

qualities. The ideas of transcendence and immanence underwent a serious
modification at the hands of Ibn 'Arabi,37 who used them in a more
philosophical sense. The assertion that God 'hears" or "sees" or has "hands",
etc., which anthropomorphists make, was not understood by Ibn 'Arabi to mean
that God possesses "hearing" or "sight" or a "hand", etc., but rather that He is
immanent in all that hears, sees or has hands-3s
It is common to reIate the idea of the combination between immsnence

and transcendence to the concept of pantheism which basically consists of two

kinds of interpretation. One form begins from the assumption that God is an
absolute, infinite and eternal being, who is the source and ultimate ground of

all that is, was, and will be. This gradually assumes a form of acosmism
according to which the phenomenal World is but a passing shadow of the

Reality which lies behind

36

it39

Another fonn of pantheism is one which asserts

See note 46 in chapter two of this thesis.

37 His fm name was AbC 'Abd A E h Muhammad ibn d-'Arabi al-TZ'i alHatimi, better known a s Muhfi al-Em, T h e Revivifier of the Religion," and alShaykh al-Akbar, "The Greatest Master." He was born on the 27th of Rarnadiin,
560 H. or August 7,AD 1165, in Murcia in south-eastem Spain. At the time of
his birth Murcia was ruled by a brilliant commander of Christian descent,
MuQammad ibn Sa'id ibn Mardanish, who resisted but was f d y defeated by
the conquering Almohads. And it was in Damascus that the Shaikh died in
638/1240, leaving an indelibIe mark upon the whole spiritual Life of IsIam. A
good English biography of Ibn 'Arab7 is Claude Addas, Quest For the Red
Sulphur, trans. Peter Kingsley (Cambridge: The Islamic Texts Society, 1993).

38 A. E. Mi,
The Mystical Philosophy of Muhgid Dz'n-finul Arabi (London:
Cambridge University Press, 1938) 1939

A m , The Mystical Philosophy, 54.

that the Essence of God or the Absolute is completely immanent in the World;
God, so to speak, exhausts Himself in the WorId, so that transcendence is

denied Him.

However,

AfEfi argues that one

may very

wen be a

transcendentalist without being a pantheist, i.e., God may very well be assumed

to have qualities and attributes comparable to those of human beings and
physical objects and yet remain different fi-om, and not in any way identical to,

anything in creation.40
The fact that Muhammad Subuh's concept of God is not much different

h m that of Ibn 'Arab1 is insufficient proof that he was directly influenced by
the latter. The reality is that the founder of Subud was much more inspired and

profoundly influenced by Javanese works which owed a great debt to MusLim
mystical writers, and particularly by the teachings of al-Gh-

(d. 505/ 111 I),

Ibn 'Arab? (as we have seen) and Ibn 'Arabi's followers.4l It was the mystical

doctrine of Hamzah F a n ~ u i ia, ~
prominent
~
Malay mystic, and that of Shams alDin Pasai from Aceh which gave Javanese literature its Islamic hue. As ECicklefs

points out, it is quite obvious that the teachings of Hamzah Fans=

40

and Shams

The Mystical Philosophy, 19.

41 See S- Soebardi, "Santri- Religious Elements As Reflected in the Book
of Tjenmi," Bydragen toot de Taal-,Land- en V'lkendkunde 128 (1971) : 33149. Sirnuh, Sufisme Jawa, 155-69. See also Mark Woodward, T h e Slametan:
Textual Knowledge and Ritual Performance in Central Javanese IsIam," History
of Religions 28, 3. (1988): 54-89.
42 Al-Attas pointed out that this Malay Sufi poet apparently lived and
flourished in the period preceding and during the reign of S u l m 'AWu al-D-m
Ri'iiyat ShSh of Aceh (1588-1604), and that he was most likely dead before
1607. See Syed Mubarnmad Naguib al-Attas, The Mysticism of Hamzah Ftxgzi-n'
(Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press, 1970) 12.

al-D-In Pasai (d, 1630) went far beyond Aceh-43 Ebrthermore, van Nieuwenhuijze

4
<L--

asserts that Shams i - D k ' s mysticism in more thao one respect .stands
midway between the Indian and Javanese forms of Islamic rnysticism."44

Hammh, whose teachings can be regarded as largely, if not entirely
influenced by Ibn al-'Arabx45 conceives of Reality or God as having both aspects
of transcendence and immanence, and takes care to assert repeatedly that God
is not everything and all things in the sense of being an aggregation of

existents, for in the

=fr

d o c t h e of wahdat al-z.mjGcZ, or Wnity of Existence,"

there is no such thing as Yaggregationof existents," since God is the only

Existence? This point was seized upon by later Javanese such as the writers of
the S h t Cabal&

M. C. RickIefs, A History of Modern Indonesia, C. 1300 to the Resent
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1981) 47.
43

44 C. A.
0. van Nieuwenhuijze, "Samsu'l-D-m van Pasai," (Ph.D.
dissertation, Leiden University, 1945) 239. Similarly, J o b s found that some
Malay mystical manuscripts, which in general are of the heretical pantheistic
type of thought, may have been written by either Hamzah I?adsE or Shams alD-rn Pasai, flourished in Java where the local conditions including culture had
an effecton the kind of teaching. However, Johns argued that the effect was not
of primary importance. See A. H. Johns, "Malay Sufism as Illustrated in an
Anonymous Collection of 17h Century Tracts," Jounzal of the Malayan Branch of
the Royal Asiatic Society 30, 178 (August 1957):9- 11.

45 Syed ~uhammad Naguib al-Attas, Some Aspects of *jm,
As
Understood and Pradised Among the M a l a y s , ed. Shirle Gordon (Singapore:
Malaysian Sociological Research Institute, 1963) 23- See also AI-Attas, The
Mysticism of Hamzah Fa--<
1 4 and 25.

46

At-Attas, The Mysticism of earnzah F q - r i ; 34-5.

b. Conception of Man
We saw before that the doctrine of man in Subud consists in an image of

the seven forces inside and outside man, the four types of mfsu (t,h m A,

nafs, the Iower soul), the four bodies of man and the concept of jiwa (I., soul).
There is a reciprocal relationship in the k

t two doctrines in that the four so-

called lower forces have their counterparts in the four types of passions.47 All
these concepts, especially the fourfold division of passions, occur not only in

the other mystical movements presented in chapter one above, but first and
foremost in sufism, which in turn influenced the Javanese NF literature, There
is, however, a significant ditrerence between the * j

doctrine, the Javanese

adaptation and Muhammad Subuh's understanding of it. The concept of the
passions, for instance, is usually identified by the Arabic word "shahwanin
most +jYwritings, whereas in Javanese Literature anc!Subud, it is rendered by
the Javanese or Indonesian term "nafsu,"(X.,

passion; from A.,

rurfs)48

taken

from the negative tendency of the soul in =f teachings.
"Shahwa" (A, Passion), a synonym for haw6 ("caprice"), which is the

tendency in man to turn the rational soul away h m divine guidance, i
n Ibn
-

47

See previous chapter in section b.

48 The term =nafsn
as an Ambit word is usually transkted as "soul" or
'seU" in reference wfidoctrines. However, in the post-Qur'anic Literature, the
word r u i which was broadly equivalent in meaning to the Latin s@tus,
("breath," "wind," and "spirit"), is closely connected to the term 'nafs' and was
often used interchangeably. In their Quianic uses, nafs and its plurals m . s
and nufici refer to the human self or gerson (Q. 12:54 and QS. 51:2 I), to Alliih
(Q. 3:28,6:12 and 20:41),in one verse to gods (Q. 13: 16),and in some verses to
the human soul (Q. 6:93,6: 130, 1253, etc.). General discussion related to the
term "nih"and 'nafsn is given by D. B. Macdonald, 'The Development of the
Idea of Spirit in Islam," A d a ~ e n t a l i a ,9 (1931) 307-51. See also E. E.
Calverley, Wafs," in Encyclopaedia of Islam, New Edition, vol. 7 (1993) 880-84,
and Michael E, Marmura, "Soul: Islsmic Concepts," in Encyclopedia ofReligion,
ed. Mircea ELiade, vol. 13, 460-65.

-

'Arabi's thought, represents internal and external forces aflrecting the human
body, W

m beings share passion, which is desire for food, sexual

gratification, and all fonns of pleasure, with other animals. This is an attribute
that is not inherent to the rational soul, so it is contrasted with reason or
intelligence? Specifically, Ibn 'Arab': delineated two types of passions which

determine the quality of the soul:
The first is 'ar@iyga (A, accidental). It is the passion which one
must not follow, since it is Wse. Though it may have its benefits
on some days, the possessor of reason should not foIIow it-.. The
second passion is dhaiyya (A., inherent), and it is incumbent
upon him to follow i t For within it lies the sal* (A, well-being) of
his mizai (A, constitution), since it is agreeable to his nature. In
the well-being of his constitution Lies the well-being of his religion,
and in the well-being of his religion Lies his felicity. However, he
must follow this passion according to a l - m h i k d-il&- (A, the
Divine Scale) established by the Lawgiver, and that is the ruling of
the established revealed Law?

The first kind of passion ('uradiyya) is a sort of will which has an object
sanctioned by the Law. As God says, Then there succeeded after them a later

generation who have neglected prayer and followed passions" (Q. 19:59). E3y
contrast, the M y y a passion comprises the divine, spiritual and natural
attriiutes, which are not subject to the Sh&''a,

since this passion is guided by

reason or intellect
In Javanese as well as in Subud theory,sl o n the other hand,

M~SU

(passion) is divided into four categories, each of which is associated with one of

49 See WilLiam C. Chittick, The Self--Disclosureof God: *nciples
of Ibn al'ArabP" Cosmology (Albany:State University of New York Press, 1998)339.
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M u h j i al-D-mfin 'Arabi, al-Futuw-t al-Makkiyya, Ch. 108,vol. 14,ed.
~ ~ Y 74.~ . ~ ,

51 See our explanation Muhammad Subuh's concept of nafsu in chapter
two, section b.

the physical elements and aLI of which are present simultaneously in the
physicd body of every human-52Curiously, the theory of nafsu i s one of the few
aspects of Javanese mysticism concerning which there is nearly universal

agreement. The S&at WinndSJand S e a t Caboleks' for instance, mention the
following types of nafsu,

I. N a f m Amarc& - (J.;fkom A., al-amm7ah)anger, symbolized by
the color red, represented as a spirit, located in muscle tissue.

2. N a f s u AhchamQh - (J.; from A-, al-lawwarnah) greedy desire,
symbolized by the color black, represented as an animal,
Iocated in the blood.
3. Nafsu Supiyah - (J.; fkom A, sam) the pure, good desire
which wishes to destroy evil desire, symbolized by the color
yellow, represented as a bird, present in bone r n m w .
4. N a f m M u t m a h a h - (J.; fkom A, al-m.tma*imah)the calm,
peaceful and upright desire or the desire of tranquility,
symbolized by the color white, represented as a fish, located in

the breathThese divisions roughly correspond to the three types of nafs (A,, soul)

.-

-. :.
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representing fundamental tendencies or incLinations of the human being in @ i j j

doctrines, which are in turn based o n the Qur'anic terrninology.55 The three
types of mfs represent the three main stages of human consciousness: al-nafs

al-ammata bi-aZIstZ (A., the soul that "commands to evil") [Q. L2:53),al-nafs allawwa'ma (A., the %fsmingsoul) (Q. 75:2),and al-nafs al-mrJULtma*inruz
(A,, the

soul "at peace") (Q.89:27)with God. In the fust stage, the soul dwells in the
darkness of ignorance, forgetfulness, and misguidance, while by the third stage

52

Woodward, Islam in Java, 19I.

53 See Harun Hadiwijono, Man h the Resent Javanese Mysticism (Baarn:
Bosch and Keuning, 1967)135-41.
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Soebardi, The Book of CaboleS 194-5.

55

See note 55 of the fiist chapter of this thesis.
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the soul has been transmuted into the iight of knowledge, remembrance, and
guidance. The middle stage represents a struggle between the opposing forces

that are frequently ascribed respectively to "spirit? and 'soul."
It seems that the writers of Javanese literature adopted those concepts of
mfs with only slight modification. E@mzah

Fansur'T, for instance, whose

influence on Javanese literature was so great, concurs in this matter with the

w Jgenerally. He distinguishes sharply between the nafs (A., soul), considered
as man's appetitive or sensual 'self (represented by al-nafs al-ammaia and 'alnafs al-Iawwa-i), and the spirit The soul, however, when regarded as the
spiritual self of man, is ultimately not distinct fkom the spirit The nafs
laurw6m (A, reproachful soul) is so called because it is still engaged in a
struggle w i t h the passions. After these passions have been vanquished, the soul

-47)
b

is at peace and has achieved certainty. In this state the soul is regarded as

man's spiritual self, which is expressed in the Qur'iin as al-nafs al-mtma'inna;
Hamzah calls this the soul that has returned to its fount of origin, It has
become reintegrated in the ~ p i r i t . ~ 6
One aspect that Javanese writers, including Muhammad Subuh,
adopted, was the terminology of nafs (referred to as nafsu). Moreover,

Muhammad Subuh and others, such as the author of Sgrat Cubol&k, saw nafs
(A., soul), and especially the nafs al-laww6ma of sufism, as having a negative

tendency to direct man away from God's guidance. The negative influence of

mfm,nevertheless, can be suppressed but never destroyed. Since nafsu directs
the mind away h m Allah and toward worldly desire, its total suppression
requires an extended period of fasting together with total concentration, and the
--
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Al-Attas, The Mysticism of Kamzah Fa@<
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realization of the goal of permanent mystical union in this life. To destroy the
evil of ~ fhowever,
q
is virtuaI.IyimpossibIe.57 It seems that the arguments are

also known by other mystical teachers Erom n o n - I s W c backgrounds. Sri
Rihakhrishna58 who is regarded by many Hindus as a saint, for example,
explained the passion's influence on men based on his mystical experience. He

O n being asked when the enemies of man, such as lust,
anger, etc., will be vanquished, the Master replied: "So long as
these passions are directed towards the world and its objects, they
behave like enemies- But when they are directed towards God,
they become the best mends of man, for then they lead him unto
God. The lust for the things of the world must be changed into the
hankering for God, the anger that man feels in relation to his
fellow man should be turned towards God for not revealing
Himself to him. One should deal with all the passions in the same
manner. These passions cannot be eradicated but can be
educated. 59

The destruction of the physical body fiees the soul from the infIuences of
nczfsu,6* furthering spiritual progress. This view would appear to be related to

the more general

theory that the attainment of mystical union is a form of

"social deatb"61and the view of heretical mystics, including the Javanese wali

57

Woodward, Islam in Java, 178-9.

513 He was a modem writer who called for serious consideration of the
Hindu mysticism. He was a non-dualist VedZntin, by nature a theist who saw
God in all things. e a k r i s h n a often tried to put into words the feelings that
welled up inside him. See Robert Charles Zaehner, Mysticism Sacred and
Rofane (London:Oxford University Press, 1957) 130-33.

59 Sayings of
Mysticism, 134.
60

d

Sr? REimakhrishna as

quoted by Zaehner. See Zaehner,

See Soebardi, The Book of Cabolt2k, 46.

6 t R. A. Nicholson, The Mystics of Islam A n Introduction to SufSsm (New
York: Schocken Books, 1975)167.

Siti JEnar, that death is to be courted as a step leading to the attainment of the
highest spiritual goals.62

Muhammad Subuh does not say anything about this mystical union. For

him the true servant of God is one who cultivates the qualities of complete
summder, sabr (A., patience), tawakkul (A., trust i
n God) and i k h l e (Al,
sincerity),63 qualities fully articulated by the

$hiF writers

who speak of the

spiritual path. E
n her general description of the WjT spiritual path, Annemarie

SchimmeL depicts

as uabsoIute sinceritsf which consists in the giving-up

of selfish thoughts in the service of God. Sincerity is a prerequisite before

properly entering the mystical path that is tawakkal (I,, trust in God, from A.,
tawakiatl). A total trust in God implies self-surrender to Him,consisting finally

in nothing less than union w i t h God-64
Another important station on this path is sabar (I., patience; from A.,
-:J

s&3. "Perfect patience", Schimmel fiuther says, "is to

accept whatever comes

from God, even the hardest blow of fate."6saF mystics, at no matter what the

time or place, never tired of inventing new parables for this station. Only

through patience does the fruit become sweet; only through patience can the
seed survive the long winter and develop into grain, which, in turn, brings
strength to the people who patiently wait for it to be turned into flour and
bread.

62 Annemarie Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions -,F islam (Chapel Hill:
University of N o r t h Carolina Press, 1975)76.

63 Muhammad Subuh, Susila Budhi Dharma (Jakarta:Subud Indonesian
Publication, 1957) 183.
64

Schimmel, Mysticul Dimensions of Islam, 108- 17.

65

Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, 124.

The main g o d to achieve in this spiritual path is to conquer the influence

of passion, according to WjY teachings, or nafsu, according to Javanese a d

Subud doctrine, and to witness God. In Javanese literature the struggle against
M ~ S or
U

the spiritual path is again most clearly illustrated in the wayang lakon

(J., shadow pky) Deura Rut5 Here it is represented by the trials undergone by
Bhima during his search of several days' duration for the water of Me. Some

scholars, for mstance, interpret the battle between Bhima and the two ogres as

a symbol of man's struggle to prevail over the passions aroused by the two
senses of sight and hearing, as he strives to achieve the Perfection of Life.66

Likewise, Bhima's victory over the giant monster in the depths of the ocean is
interpreted as a symbol of man's victory over sexual passions. The monster here
is regarded as a symbol of concupi~cence.~~
In other ~ o r d s Bhima's
,
struggle to

.-+
.T

J'

overcome the man.obstacles during his search for the water of life is seen as

symbolizing man's struggIe to triumph over the desires and eviI passions which
reside in his heart-

From a mystical point of view, Bhima is thus seen in this lakon as a

symbol of the Javanese mystics, who after practicing physical and mental
concentration in order to conquer the temptations and obstacles confronting
them on his mystical journey,eventually succeed in achieving the ultimate goal
of life, i.e., union with God. Dewa Ruci is the ultimate mystical goal in Javanese

religious tradition, attainable through the parnorig Kawzrla Gusti (J.,the Union
between Servant and L0rdj.6~This can be achieved through the purification of

66

Sastroamidjojo, Tjerittera D a v a Rutji, 19,

67

Sastroamidjojo, Gentera Dewa Rutji, 22,

68

Soebardi, T h e Book of Cabol&,48,

the body and soul Mrn aIl that is evil and the subjugation of all desires that
-he

lead men astray, so that in the mystic consciousness nothing exists but God.
Now we turn to Subud doctrine concerning the nature of man which,
according to Muhammad Subuh, is inevitably affected by the four principal
factors: material, vegetable, animal,

.

human.69 Muhammad Subuh's

contention that the evil effect of nafa (I., passion) results fkom the eating
process70 is well-known among

often attributed to iblr's'

(A,,

writers. The evil nafs (A., soul) which is

Satan) presence in human bodies is mythically

symbolized by the ingestion of food, one of the most basic and concrete human

processes. A w i t h says, "truly Satan flows in man's very bloodstream." AlG

M quoted this with, and even expanded upon it by oflering the

explanation that Ib&'
\

.

presence in man's bloodstream is connected to the

process of eating: "truly Satan flows in man's bloodstream; make narrow his

-.,.

0

pathways through hunger and t h i r ~ t . " ~The
l chief means for reducing the evil

role of Satan are therefore fasting and sleeplessness. Like the early Christian
monks who Lived exclusively on the host, the Muslim saints considered hunger
the best way to reach spirituality. To be empty of worldly food is the

precondition for enlightenment. Man can receive the divine breath of inspiration
only when he keeps himself hungry and empty. According to the later
Naqshbandiyya and other moderate orders, the people who truly fast are those

69 For a detailed explanation of this particular doctrine i
n Subud, see the
previous chapter (chapter 2)of this thesis.
70

Rofe, ?he Path of Subud, 96.

who keep their minds free from the food of satanic suggestions and so do not

allow any impure thoughts to enter their hearts?
In Line with this concept, the idea behind the fasting in

teachings is

to avoid the evil impact that food has on the human body, mind and soul: this
is clearly elucidated by Muhamrnrld Subuh. Food produced from plants and
animals, which represent either daya nabati (I,, the vegetable force) or daya

b a n i (I., the animal force), respectively, may contribute to or influence the
development of human character, body, mind and soul.

Another important concept of rnsn in Subud is the concept of jiwa (I-,
soul), which appears to be closely related to the Sanskrit concept of jiwa, the
pramana (S., soul) and Suksma (S-, Universal Soul), which also occur in the
Javanese work known as the S a a t Cabol&73 as well as in other sufukJavanese

literature, a compilation of mystical songs in Mataram Javanese metre, Hyag
Sukma (S., the Exalted Soul), as the Divine Essence, constitutes the Divine

Being, formless, invisible and to be found only in the hearts of those who are
circumspect and vigilant. M a n and the visibIe world are manifestations of the
Divine Essence, whose manifestation in turn in man is called the pramma,

which in fact is the 'cause of particular Me', whereas Kyag Suksma is the

'source of Life.' The pramana resides in man's body, but it is not subject to
sensations such a s sadness, happiness,

hunger and thirst which are

experienced by the body. Zoetmulder, who has studied the Javanese suhk

72 Schimmel gives a brief explanation of the function of fasting for some
early Su-fis in her, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, 1 14-7.

'3 See canto VIE, 33-36, 72, 74 of this seat, which is translated by
Soebardi in, The Book of Cabolek, 12 1-23, 13 1.

Literature, descn'bes pramana as the carrier of the (divine) Life when it

individualizes itself to form the life of a person- This explains its rehtionship
with the body: it is itself independent of the body, and has no part in its actions

and feelings which pertain particularly to the body. It is untouched by joy,
sadness or pain. Tbe body, however, is completely dependent on it and becomes

powerless whenever the pramana leaves it.74 Therefore, there is an abiding

difference between the pramana and the body, like that between a climbing
plant and the tree upon which it grows.

Similarly, Muhammad Subuh states, as quoted by Geels, that kejwaan
(I.
sod)
,
does not depend on the power of thought, but rather

on the glory or

the greatness of God, whose power envelops all, Erom the jiwa of matter to the

jiwa Rabbani (I.
Spirit
, of the Almighty), the jiwa no9 (I.
the
, Great Life Force)

and finally the jiwa Roh Kudus (Ithe
-,
Holy Spirit)? Furthermore, It is through
the Jwa that God mobilizes hbman beings to complete their work. This work is
monitored by God, only it is disturbed if we put obstacles in its way by not
controlling our nafsu. Just Like pramana, the jiwa is always there, if only

permitted to be active. I t i s the privilege of man to achieve the level of
consciousness that enables the jiwa to be in touch with its universal source.

To s u m up, Subud can be regarded as a doctrine originating
predominantly in traditional Javanese Literature which is Hindu-inspired and

has been Islamized by

m-fi teachings particularIy those of Ibn

'Arabi. O n a

larger scale, however, Subud may be seen as a mystical sect which emphasizes

-e

L

74 P. J, Zoetmulder, Puntheism and Monism i
n Javanese Suluk LiteratureIslamic and Indian Mysticism in an Indonesian SeEing (Leiden: KoninkLijk
Instituut Voor Taal-, Land-en Vokenkunde Press, 1995)189-92.

75

Antoon Geels, Subud and the Javanese Mystical lkzdition, 141.
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both the significance of both the exoteric (or shdEa) and esoteric (or

spirituality) in its teachings and practices.

Java, which lies at the heart of the Indonesian Archipelago, is a region
with a great cultural heritage, much of which derives from the Hindu-Buddhist

heritage, Concrete examples of this include such phenomena as the shadow

theatre and the gamelan orchestra. The Islamization of this area, therefore,
never entirely succeeded in eliminating cultural traditions characterized by
some 'syncretic and mystical." Thus, Islam, in the form of sKKa,

appears to

have lacked legitimacy and cultural status, such that many Javanese still

consider it as merely a formal guide or a wadah (I., container) for Javanese

culture. In the meantime they continue searching for the spiritual life which
best expresses the essential vaiues and ideds of their culture.

The influence of the Islamic reformist movement initiated by al-Afghani

and Mulpmmad Abduh reached Indonesia in the person of K- H. .Ahmad
Dahlan, who founded the Muhammadiyah organization with the intention of
purifying Javanese Islam of various pre-Islamic practices seen as mystical and
syncretic. In comparison to other regions in Indonesia, such as Mhangkabau,
the efforts in Java were, on the whole, less than successful. This can be seen in
the twentieth century burgeoning of aliran kebatinun (I.
mystical
,
movements)
which reached a peak in the two decades following Indonesia's declaration of

independence in 1945. Among the explanations offered for this phenomenon is

that of the concern felt by the Javanese to maintain their cultural traditions,
and the concurrent opportunity to do so.

One such mystical movement was Susila Budhi Dharma (Subud),
founded in 1925 by Muhammad Subuh, a typical product of the Javanese

a

cultural environment. Seeing himself as a descendant of the Mataram Senapati

*

Ingalaga and of Sunan Kaiijaga (one of the nine walis, J,, saints), Muhammad

Subuh patterned himsex after these bvo figures. The former inspired him to
adapt the Javanese spiritual Life, while the latter provided an example of how
the Sh&'a

or Islamic law and mysticism could co-exist in society. Based on his

reLigious activities and the formative influences in his Life, therefore,
Muhammad Subuh defies classification as either a devout Javanese santn' (J.,

religious man)or as a pure abangan (J.,non-religious man),to borrow Geertz's
scheme. Rather he is a combination of these - in other words, an eclectic

Muslim. Meanwhile, his contacts with a @"master h m the Naqshbandi order
added another important influence to Subud. Van Bruinessen indicates, other

mystical sects besides Subud also adopted such Naqshbandi teachings and
methods as silent zikir (I., reciting God's names; from A., dhikr) and breathing
exercises, combining them with Javanese traditions.'
Muhammad Subuh regards God a s a unity, a s the Great Life. Being
immanent in His creation, God encompasses the whole universe. These beLiefs
are consistent with what is found in Javanese literary classics such as the S h t
Cabol&k which i s mostly concerned with the Javanese concept of God. The

teachings found in these literary literature can be characterized as combining
tashbzX (A., transcendence) and t a ~ ~ f 3(A,
r
immanence), which earlier
underwent serious modification at the hands of a famous *;5

Ibn 'Arab? (d.

638/1240).The Latter's ideas are surprisingly similar to those of Muhammad

Subuh. However, it cannot be argued that the resembfance between their
respective concepts of God means that Muhammad Subuh was directly was

-

1 Martin van Bruinessen, Tarekat Naqsyabandiyah di Indonesic Sumei
Historis, GeogrczjLs d m Sociologis (Bandung: Penerbit Mizan, 1992) 2 16-8.

directly influenced by Ibn 'ArabX The reality is that the founder of Subud was
inspired and profoundly influenced by Javanese works which owed a great debt
to Muslim mystical writers such as Ibn 'Arabi and his foLlowers and especially
a l - G h d (d.505/11 11). I t was the mystical doctrines of Hamzah FanslZii and

Shams al-D-In Pasai, which may be regarded as having been mostly influenced
by Ibn 'Arabi, that gave Javanese literature its Islamic hue.

The concept of man in Subud is Likewise derived from Javanese literature
and is simik in a number of respects to genera3

Sufi teachings. One aspect

that early Javanese thinkers, and Muhammad Subuh in turn, adopted was the
terminology of nafs (A., soul; referred to Indonesian as
distinguished into three well-known types: the ~

M ~ S U )which
,

is

f al-ammcirq
s
the nafs d-

lawurciimand the nafs a2-mu,tma'inna. Muhammad Subuh and other Javanese
writers, such as the author of m a t Cab026k saw M ~ S U
(I., passion) - as having
in Sufism the quality of the nafs al-lawwc6ma- as having a negative tendency of

directing man away fkom God's guidance-
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